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ABSTRACT
A novel method for reducing the order of discrete time systems is developed. This
model reduction technique based on Continued Fraction approach allows design
parameters to be preserved. A reduced order model obtained using this technique
is compared with those by other techniques to show its superiority. Furthermore,
form a practical point of view, it is shown that this method can be used to design
lower order digital controllers for higher order plants.
Development of various model reduction techniques for continuous and discrete
time systems are discussed in details and computer programs are implemented. A
modified algorithm that reduces the computational complexities for model reduc
tion of both continuous and discrete time systems is also developed. This techni
que is attractive because of its computational simplicity and ability to preserve
system characteristics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Review
Real world industrial systems are very complicated and can involve several
hundred subsystems. Engineers are often confronted with the problem of analyz
ing such large and complex systems. Designing a controller for such a high order
system can be difficult, costly, and tedious. If no easy and accurate method of
reducing the system is available to the engineers involved, the only alternative is
to resort to a very costly process of developing a controller for higher order system.
Nuclear plants, Thermal power plants, Chemical processes, modern aircrafts,
Electrical drives including single and multi-axis control systems, and sophisticated
machine tools are some common examples.
Reducing the order of the system is highly desirable or sometimes necessary in the
analysis and design of control systems. Model reduction is the process of obtaining
lower order models from higher order systems. There are many different model
reduction techniques available today, each having advantages and disadvantages
associated with its use. The following rules are commonly used in conventional
approach for model simplification : (1) the transients of a closed-loop transfer
function can be estimated from its dominant roots and (2) the corner frequencies
can be ignored if the gains are below -15dB or about +15 dB.
Many elementary reduction techniques are based on the use of dominant roots.
However, there are several control systems with no dominant roots whatsoever and
thus, these techniques cannot be applied in general.
Model reduction techniques can be grouped into three general categories. Within
each category are many different variations on each technique. The three
categories are:
Optimum curve fitting
Dominant mode
Continued fraction
Continued fraction approaches utilize the greatest number of system parameters
and therefore apt to prodeuce the most accurate reduced order models. Simplifica
tion of linear continuous time systems using continued fraction approach was
originally introduced by Chen [2].
Chapter 2 describes in details the various reduction methods available for con
tinuous systems. Model reduction techniques for discrete time systems are out
lined in Chapter 3. We have extended existing techniques and introduced novel
approaches for model reduction of discrete time systems in Chapter 4. The
appendices provide the details of the computer programs and simulation software.
Chapter 2
Continuous Time Systems
2.1 Continued Fraction
Consider a typical feedback system shown in fig.2.1. The closed loop or the
overall transfer function is given as follows:
7Yc\ - ^M GQs)^ ' "
R(s) 1 + G(s)H(s)
Dividing the numerator and denominator by G, we have:
C(s)
__
1
T(s) =
R{S) H(s) ^
G(s)
This is the continued fraction expansion of T(s). It can be readily seen that if the
gain is high, the overall transfer function can be approximated by . Thus H
dominates the behavior of the system. In general,
C(s)T(s)
blSn~l+ b2sn~2+ b3sn~3+ ... +bn
R(s) sn+ alSn~l+ a2sn~2+ a3sn-3+ ... +an
(2.1a)
R(s)
G(s)
H(s)
C(s)
2.1 Basic Feedback System
Here the polynomials are rewritten in ascending order of powers in order to handle
the steady-state behaviour first, and transient considerations second as described
later in this section. The continued fraction of equation (2.1a) is,
C(s)
(2.1b)
H> + H,
+
//, +
1
s 1
H5+
The block diagram of the feedback system corresponding to the continued fraction
R
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1/s
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2.2 Block diagram of the Continued Fraction Expansion
expansion can be drawn as shown in Fig.2. 2. H1 here is the most dominant term
and the second most influential term is H2ls and so forth. As the quotients in the
continued fraction descend lower and lower in position, their influence on the
performance on the system becomes less and less important. It should be noted
that the continued fraction expansion is nothing but taylor series expansion, in the
above case about 5 = 0.
Basically, a transfer function can be expanded into the Cauer first or second form
of continued fraction expansion. If a control or instrumentation system has a
low-pass filter form, then the continued fraction expansion is started from the
constant terms, which gives the Cauer second form [2]. On the other hand, if a
system is of high-pass filter form, then the continued fraction expansion can be
performed by starting from highest order terms, which yields the Cauer first form.
The following are the two generalized approaches of continued fraction expansion
derived from the extension of either the Cauer first or second form, by which
different combinations of matching time moments and Markov parameters can be
achieved.
2.2 Chen and Shieh's Approach
Consider a system given by,
C(s) i
b,sn'1
+
b,sn~2
+ + b.
n
R(s) sn + axsn-x+ + an
(2.2a)
In general, a control system is by nature a low pass filter and thus we should
account for the steady state first and then the transient state. The continued
fraction expansion is thus carried about s = 0. To obtain a reduced order model the
polynomials in the numerator and denominator are arranged in ascending order of
their powers.
C(s) K + bn_xs + +
v"-1
nR(s) an + a^s + + s
Expanding this into continued fraction, we obtain,
C(s)
=
1
(2.2b)
(2.2c)
1
H2+ i
S
H.
l
3 ^4 1'
The coefficients Hj, H2, H3, , H2n can be easily obtained from the Routh's
table. The Routh's table for the transfer function (2.2b) is given as follows:
an an-l an-2 al
bn bn-l bn-2
Cn cn-l cn-2 c2
d dn-ldn-2 " ... d3
The coefficient's of the continued fraction are given by,
an bn cn
Hx = , H2 = , H3 = , .... , and so on.
"n Cn an
To obtain a reduced m order model, only 2m quotients of equation (2.2c) are
retained and the continued fraction is inverted. Equation (2.2c) is equivalent to
matching time moments with a taylor series expansion about s = 0 [2]. If the
original system is high-pass, then the continued fraction expansion is performed
by starting from the highest order terms, this is equivalent to matching the markov
parameters with a taylor series expansion about s = .
Example :
2
rji, . s + 155 + 50 ,0 r,T(s) = . z z (2.2d)
/ + 5P + 33P + 19s + 50
The continued fraction expansion of T(s) is given by
1
T(s) =
1 +
'
0.781 1
+
-6.4 +
-0.746
+
-4.611 +
18.019
+
S
0.009 +
l
-18.054
s
(2.2e)
Hl = 1, H2 = 0.781, . . . , H8 =-18.054
Second order model is obtained by retaining the first four coefficients in the
equation (2.2e) is given by
T
0.03555 + 3.73135
TR (s) - n (2.2f)
s2
+ 4.81115 + 3.7313
The Impulse response, step response, and frequency response of the original and
reduced model are shown in Fig.2. 3.
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2.3 Chuang's Approach
Chuang [4] introduced a new approach which not only gives a good approximation
of the steady state response but also a better approximation of the initial transient.
Continued fraction expansion about 5 = 0 ensures correct steady state response but
the initial transient response is not very good. On the other hand if the expansion
is carried about s = o, initial transient response is accurate. Chuang suggested
that the expansion be carried alternatively about 5 = 0 and 5 = . This is achieved
by performing the expansion starting from the constant term first and then expand
ing from the highest order term. The above procedure is carried out alternatively
as illustrated below,
Consider the general transfer function,
C(s) A2l + A22s + +
A2nsn~l
R{s) An +Ans + +
Au+lsn
1
+ 5
(2.3a)
^21 ^21 + ^22^ +
(2.3b)
hx +
h2
h + f
hA +
10
where,
hi = ~T~ ' h2 = T~> h=^T> etc
A21 A3n A41
If an rn order model is required, only the first 2m quotients (h/s) in equation
(2.3b) have to be known, and the desired simplified model is obtained by inverting
the continued fraction expansion.
Example :
TV n 8
52
+ 6 5 + 2
T(s) = -= 2
5+4 5+55 + 2
A reduced second order model obtained using this approach is given by
Tp (s) = -z.R
s2
+ 4.25 + 7.6
The Impulse, step, and frequency responses are shown in Fig. 2.4.
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2.4 Hutton & Friedland's Approach
This method [7] is based on the expansion that uses the routh-table of the original
transfer function. Therefore, if the original system is stable, then all the ap
proximations are stable. The underlying idea here is to develop the well known
Routh table for the original system, and then construct the approximant in such a
manner that the coefficients of its Routh table agree up to a given order with those
of the original system. This approach guarantees stability of the reduced model.
Let,
7(5)
Oj5 + b2s + b3s + + bn
n ,
n 1 , n1 , n-3 ,
5 + axs + a2s + a3s + + an
= (3^(5) + 02^(5)^(5) + + WiisW^F^s) Fn(S)
ri i
= I P. II FM) (2.4a)
1=1 /=i
where pi (i = 1, 2, ..., n) are constants and Fj for j = 2, 3, ..., n are defined by
the continued fraction expansion,
Fj{s) - ^
U/S +
l
ai+ls +
1
ai+2s +
1
.. +
ans
The first term Fj(s) is given by, 1 + 0^5 . The equation (2.4a) is referred as the
alpha-beta expansion of T(s).
14
Alpha Routh table
a0
= aQ
%
1
= a\
0
a2 = a2
a2
1
= a3
0
a4 = a4
aAl
= a5
a0
ai = i
a0
2 0 1
a0 =a2 ~a\a2 a2 2=aA -a1a4 1
1
a0
a2 = 2
a0
3 1 2
% =a2 _a2fl2
3 1 2
a2 =a4 -Vsflu
Beta Routh table
b0
1
= b\
b02
= b2
b2l
= b3
b22
= bA
ft4
1
= b5
bA2
= b6
Pi = ^T
a0
"3 1 i
bo =b2 -Pi2 b2 3=b4 J-plfl4 !
bo2
P2 = ^2
a0
b0 =b2 -$2a2 b2 =b4 -p2a4
15
th
Now the k convergent is given by,
k i
W = Pl^uW + p2Gu(5)G2fc(5) + = X P: II Gj^)
j=l j=l
where, G/a(j) = - where, i = 2, 3, 4,
CC-5 +
"i+l* + f
ai+25 + -
j
... +
a^5
and Glk(s) is given by, 1 + a^s.
IfA^ip) and Bk(s) denote the denominator and the numerator respectively of the
k'h
convergent. Then Ax(s) = 1 + axs , A2(s) = a1a252 + a25 + 1
Bx(s) = Pj , B2(s) = aja25 + p2
In general, from (2.4a),
Ak(s) = a^A^is) + Ak_2(s) k = 1, 2,
Bk = A-iW + Bk-2^) + P* k = 1, 2,
A_x(s) = BQ(s) = B_x(s) = 0 and A0(s) = 1
The Routh convergent Rk(s) is an approximation of H(s) which tends to preserve
high frequency behaviour. Since low frequency approximation is desired, the
original transfer function is first inverted and then reduced and thereafter the
reciprocal transformation is performed. Summarizing the steps involved in this
approach :
Apply reciprocal transformation to H(s) i.e., H(s) = H(s)
16
Calculate a'5 and p'5 for H(s) = f(s; ai . 0:2, ...., pi ,fc,.., P)
Compute kth convergent of H(s) :
Ms) = /( 5 ; ai, a2, ...,ak ,pi, p2, . . . , p* )
Apply reciprocal transformation to Rk(s) : Rk(s) = ~R(s)
5
For unstable systems H(s) is shifted i.e., H(s) = H(s+a) such that H(s) is stable.
The shifted H(s) is then reduced to give fck(s) which is shifted again by an amount
"a". Thus desired reduced model is, Rk(s) = kk(s-a).
Criteria for order selection of reduced model :
If II hkll is greater than 90% of II h II , then the reduced model is good approximant
of the original model. The Impulse response energy can be found directly using
2 ~ P?
the following relationship, II Mr = V -
1=1
'
Example :
18s7
+ 514/ + 5982s5 + 363823/ + 122664s3 + 222088s2 + 185760s + 40320
T(s)
s8
+
36s7
+
546s6
+
4536s5
+
22449s4
+
67284s3
+
118124s2
+ 109584s + 40320
The third order model obtained using this approach is
4.968352
+ 4.33065 + 0.9399
R S
53 +2.544652
+ 2.55475 + 0.9399
The Impulse, step, and frequency response curves are shown in Fig.2.5.
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2.5 Shamashs Approach
Shamash [8], used Routh's stability criterion to compute the denominator while
the numerator is found such that it fits a number of the initial time moments. For
single input/single output systems this approach produces the same model as that
obtained by Hutton's method.
PadeApproximation: [m,n] = - , where, PJs) and QJs) are polyno-
*in\S)
mials in 5 of degree m and n respectively. The set [m,n] is Pade's approximant of
F(s) in the power series expansion.
2 3
F(s) = C0 + Cxs + C2s + C3s +..., and if the Pade approximant is
m-\
pm(s)
_
a0 + ais + + am_xs +aj
Qm(s) b0 + bxs +
1 n-1 , n+ bns +5
(2.5a)
Therefore,
ao ~ b0C0
ax = b0C1 + bxC0 ,
<*m = kCm + biCm_x + +bmCQ
0 = b0Cm+l + blCm+.... + bm+lCQ
0 = b0Cm+n + bxCm+n + .... + bn_xCm+l + Cm
We thus have a set of linear equations which can be solved for a's and b's.
d0 + dxs + . . . .
(2.5b)
Consider, G(s) =
eQ + elS + ... +
en_xsnl
+ ef
(2.5c)
20
G(s) = C0 + ClS +
C2s2
+ ....,
In general, C, = [ d{ - e-C- ] j>0, [ d{ = 0: i>n-l ] (2.5d)
PIe0
2 3
5 5Also, G(5) = cco-a^ +o^-0C3+ (2.5c)
(1)'
Thus, C- = . were CC; is the
/'
moment of the system. If the reduced model
is made to fit C- , then we are matching the time moments of the system.
Let the reduced model be of order k,
k-\
an + a-iS + .... + a^iS
R{s) = j\ k (2.5f)
b0 + bxs + +bk_xs + b^
For R(s) to be the Pade approximant of G(s),
ao = ^o^-o
ax = b0Cx + bxC0 and so forth.
Solving (2.5b) we can obtain a- and br However, the process may yield a model
that is unstable. To remedy this problem, the denominator of R(s) is found such
that its a parameters match the ( k , a ) parameters of G(s).
Assuming n is even,
1
Q(s) = 2 , n
en + e0s + . . . . +ens
1 +
exs + . . . . + en_xs
n-1
21
1+% L_
5 a2 l
+
(2.5g)
5 1
.. + ...
a
5
The denominator of R(s) is obtained by first truncating Q(s) to k terms,
G(J)* = " l (2.5h)
1+^+ l-
5 02 !
1
. . + . . .
a
5
Now invert this to the denominator ofR(s). Substitution of the values of 6's in the
set of linear equations (2.5b) will yield the numerator coefficients a's.
Example :
28 53 + 496 52 + 18005 + 2400
Gx = t 5 9
2 54 + 3653 + 20452 + 3605 + 240
Using this approach, we have
G(s) = cQ + cxs +
c2s2
+ . . . . where, c0 = 10, c7 = -7.5
Q(s) = -
l
1
2 1 !
1 +=--- +
3 P?
^
l 32 53
2.- + -
J 18052 + 2
54
1 65
Hence, gW = , 1
_1_
=
3S2
+ 6J + 4
3", 2I
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2.6 Krishnamruthy's Approach
This method [11] is based on Routh stability criterion. The reduced order transfer
function function is determined directly from the elements of the Routh Stability
array of the original transfer function. No algorithm is required to reconstruct the
reduced order transfer function.
Consider,
ti i 5 +b7]S +0195 +6,, 5 +....
au5"
+
a2>15"_1
+
ali25"~2
+ a225"_3+
where m < n,
The routh array for the above transfer function is constructed as shown in the table
below,
Table I Table II
Numerator Stability Array Denominator Stability Array
bl,l bl,2 Dl,3 bl,4 ai,i al,2 a1.3 ai,4
D2,l D2,2 ^2,3 ^2,4 a2,l a2,2 a2,3 a2,4
^3,1 ^3,2 D3?3 b34 a31 a3>2 a33 a3 4 . . . .
D4,l ^4,2 D4,3 D4,4 a4,l a4,2 a4,3 a4,4
bm,l an,l
bm+l. 1 an+l,l
To obtain a reduced order model of order k the (m + 2 - k
)'
and (m + 3 - k )lh
rows are taken to construct the numerator. The (n + 1 - k
)'h
and (n + 2 - k )th
25
rows are taken to construct the denominator. Thus the reduced kth order transfer
function is given by,
H M _
D(m+2-k),lS +t>(m+3-kUS +b{m+2_k)2S +....
*w
~
k kTi ^2 (2.6b)a(.n+l-k),lS + %+2~k),lS + a(n+l-k),2S +
For k > (m + 1) , the first two rows of Table I should be used for the numerator
polynomial, while for k = 1, only the last row should be used.
This method is based on the fact that the original system is asymptotically stable.
For unstable systems this approach may fail. However, the approach is versatile
since it is computationally simple and requires no algorithm to construct the
reduced order transfer function.
Example :
_
35s7
+
1086s6
+
13285s5
+
82402s4
+
278376s3
+
511812s2
+ 482964s + 194480
s8
+ 33 s7 + 437s6 + 3017s5 + 11870s4 + 27470s3 + 37492s2 + 28880s + 9600
The third order reduced model obtained using this approach is given by
323559.1 52 + 335008.85 + 194480
R(s) = z--^
14847.
1253
+ 20123.
7352
+ 25198.975 + 9600
The Impulse, step, and frequency responses of the original and reduced model are
shown in Fig.2.7.
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2.7 Lin and Han's Approach
The effects of model reduction on system characteristics, such as gain margin,
phase margin, and bandwidth are investigated in this approach [16] [20]. The
reduced models approximate the frequency response of the orignal transfer func
tion not only at 5 = 0 and 5 = 00 but also at some specific points on the frequency
response curve of the original system; thus the gain margin and/or phase margin
can be preserved by carefully choosing these intermediate frequencies.
Let the original transfer function be,
A2 , + A0 , 5 + A7 , 52 + + A9 5""1
G(s) = -^ ^ -^ ^-r (2.7a)
AhX + AXt2s +
AX3sz
+
and the reduced model is,
dn. + d, 5 + +d, sr~l
(!, c^, 3, ... . 0)J R[r-1 ,r] (5) = [
fr1
] (2.7b)
CQ + CXS+ . . . . + Cr_x 5 +CrS
where, r-l is number of zeros, r is number of poles, / & j are the number of times
the continued fraction expansion is carried out about 5 = 0 and 5 = respectively.
(x)x, 0)2, 0)3, .... 0)m are the frequencies at which the frequency response of G(s) is
matched by R(s).
Procedure:
Step 1: Expand G(s) about 5 = 0 for / (even number) times, i.e.,
G(s) = L
Au +A125 + A135 +....+
AX/l+xsn
/^2,l +
^2,2'y+^2,3,s' + -+A2/lS
29
1, ^3,l + ^3.2,s+^3,3,s + -+A3 S
hx + S j -r^
^1 "* 2 n-T
^2,l
+ ^2,3's +'^2,3'y +----+^2/i'S
^3,l + a3,25+^3,35 +----+^3/j5
/l9 h; HUs) , 111
= [,1 + [f+[... +
[^+7^r1...r1r1r (2.70
Where fy = : and^1+1,1
%(-) = ^+2,l + ^+2,2^+---+^+2,^^"2 (2-7d)
and
HD(s) = Ai+XA +Ai+h2s + ....+Al+X/1+x_isn-i(2.11)
Step 2 : Reverse the polynomial sequences in (4) and (5) and continue to expand
HN(s)
HD(s)
about 5 = for j (even number) times. Thus we have,
Hds)
r r r , r , Fn(S\-\ -,-1 n-l rl n 7H
where,
and
W = AI+y+2,n-^r1-(^+. . .+A^+2,25+ A^+2il (2.7g)
FD(s) =
A147+1^1_Cl+^5""('+^
+ ...+AI+;+lil (2.7h)
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Step 3 :
T t
Tn(s) Ym_xsm-1 + Ym_2sm-2+ .. + Yxs + Y0Let, ~ = ^ with Ym , = 1 (2.7i)TD(s) Xm!T + Xm_xsm-x +
...+Xxs+XQ
~X
where m is the number of points on the frequency response curve of G(s) to be
matched by R(s), and T's and X's are obtained as follows :
W , FN(s)
T(s)]s=J%
~ ~f~(s)*
s=j<ok
= rk + Jmk > k = \,2,...,m (2.1])
Here rk and mk are the real and imaginary part of FN(s)/FD(s) for s = j(tik
respectively. Separating the real and imaginary parts, 2m simultaneous inde
pendent equations are obtained which can be solved.
Step 4 : Substituting FN(s)/FD(s) in (2.7f) by TN,s)/TD(s) and (2.7f) in equation
(2.7c) and inverting the continued fraction, we get the reduced model defined in
(2.7b) i.e.,
(ax 002 ...,ooJ^[r-l,l];p5) =
[/z1+[^[..+[^[e15+[^2+[..+k+-^7r1
J 5 5 1 D{S)
r1 r1 r1
. . .
r1 j-1
The order of the denominator of the reduced model is r = m + (i + j) I 2.
If / and; are odd, foregoing equations will have some minor variations.
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Example :
1441.53s3
+ 78319s2 + 525286.125s + 607693.25
G(s)
s7
+
112.04s6
+
3755.92s5
+
39736.73s4
+
363650.56s3
+
759894.19s2
+ 683656.25s + 617497.375
The cutoff frequency is, 0)c = 0.0613 rad/sec. Expanding this transfer function
with i = 6 and; = 2, we obtain the following reduced model :
R(s) =
10.783552
+ 88.40465 + 106.7347
0.55 1655 +
5.068254
+
59.386053
+
129.495752
+ 116.19845 + 108.4567
The Impulse, step, and frequency responses are shown in Fig.2. 8.
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2.8 Comparision & Illustration of Different Approaches
There are several advantages and disadvantages for each approach. there is
however, no model reduction technique that would give satisfactory reduced
models for all systems. The advantages and disadvantages of all approaches are
summerised below:
I. Chen's and Shieh's Approach
Simple procedure
Very good approximation of the steady state response
Stability of the simplified model is not guaranteed even if the original-
model is stable
May not yield a good approximation of the initial transient response for
the system
II. Chuang's Approach
This method gives a much better approximation not only for the steady
state response but also the initial transient response compared to Chen's
approach
This method too does not guarantee a stable reduced order model
III. Hutton & Friedland's Approach
Stability is guaranteed
35
n B2
Impulse response energy can be found directly i.e., Ill h II = Y^
a,-
IV- Shamash's Approach
Preserves stability
This approach can be extended to discrete time systems
V. Krishnamurthy's Approach
Computationally simple since it requires no algorithm
Assumes original system is asymptotically stable, for unstable systems
this approach may fail
VI. Lin's and Han's Approach
System characteristics such as phase, gain crossover or cutoff frequency
can be preserved
Good approximation of the step response
To obtain a match at more than one intermediate frequency, a set of
simultaneous equations have to be solved which is cumbersome
Two examples are considered for comparing the different techniques. The simula
tions were performed and the impulse response, step response, and frequency
response were plotted in CTRLC.
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Consider the system shown in Fig 2.9. Assume K = 7.5, H(s) = I, and
G,,
=
1441.53s3
+
78319s2
+525286. 125s + 607693.25
s7
+
112.04s6
+
3755.92s5
+
39736.73s4
+
363650.56s3
+
759894.19s2
+ 683656.25s + 1.051966
The third order models obtained using different techniques are :
r ( v _
0.002752
+ 1.78775 + 2.8328
^CHEN (S) ? -
s3
+ 3.01 10652 + 2.51545 + 2.87853
gchuang (*) unstable
267214.753
+ 674403. 952 +603085.15 + 617497.4
0.0886352
+ 1.71635 + 1.98554
GfJUTTON (S) -, 9
53
+
2.31287452
+ 2.233745 + 2.017576
0.00352
+ 7.22585 + 11.6046
Guam \S) t 0
4.00653
+
12.302452
+ 10.20485 + 11.7918
The Impulse and step response of the closed loop system are shown in Fig. 2.10.
The open loop frequency response and Nyquist plots are shown in Fig. 2. 11.
7831952
+ 5141015 + 607693.3
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Example I:
R(s) + C(s)
fe
K G(s)i i H(S)::J
.
2.9 Block diagram of control system
Color reference for different curves in Fig 2.10 & 2.11:
Red Original model
Black Chen's model
Orange Krishnamurthy's model
Green Hutton's model
Yellow Han's model
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Example 2:
Consider the system shown in Fig.2.9. Assume k = 1.2, H(s) = lis, and
=
55
+
32.554
+ 380 53 + 207052 + 2240
57 + 15
56
+ 124
55
+
63054
+
214453
+
460052
+ 58565 + 2880
The fourth order reduced models obtained using various methods are:
GCHEN (s) unstable
gchuang (*) unstable
1606.
10552
+ 4894.0225 + 2240
KRIS s
~
293.902454
+
842.98953
+
3563.90352
+ 4860.4685 + 2880
+
6.863851
+ 19.76175 + 8.1612
huttonW
~
/ + 6.o38953+15 + 21 .33575+10.5
0.010652
+ 0.395 + 0.1936
HAN (s) - 0010654
+
0063653
+ 0
2205652
+ 0.40485 + 0 .24896
The Impulse and step response of the closed loop system are shown in Fig.2. 12.
The open loop frequency response and Nyquist plots are shown in Fig.2. 13.
Color reference for different curves in Fig 2.12 & 2.13:
Red Original model
Black Krishnamurthy's model
Green Hutton's model
Yellow Han's model
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Chapter 3
Discrete Time Systems
The topic of model reduction for discrete-time systems has not been as throughly
investigated as that for the continuous time systems. Scanning the literature, we
find that Shamash [29] applied the continued fraction approach directly to the
z-transfer function. Shih and Wu [28] converted the z-transfer function into
w-transfer function using the bilinear transformation and then using the continued
fraction approach. Warwick [30] proposed the error polynomial approach. Farsi
and Warwick [31] applied the Routh stability criterion to reduce the order.
3.1 Study of Different Approaches
3.11 Shamash's Approach
Shamash(1973) showed that Chen and Shieh's method was a special case of Pade
approximation sbout 5 = 0 and a special case of the method of moments [6], which
consists of equating a certain number of time moments of the system and the model.
Shamash [29] extended these ideas to discrete time systems. For continuous case
the time-moments are directly related to the coefficients of the power series
expansion of the system transfer function about 5 = 0, while for discrete time
systems it can be easily seen that the time moments are related to the coefficients
of the power series expansion of G(z), about z - 1 . Continued fraction approah can
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be used to derive the reduced order models which fit a combination of markov
parameters and time moments of the system.
Let the system transfer function be of the form,
. . A2,1 + A2,2Z + A2,3Z + -+A2/iz ,~ . , sG(z) = - '^ (3.11a)
^1,1 + /41,2Z + ^1,3Z + +Al/i+lz
and let z = p + 1, substituting for z in equation (3.11a) gives
B, + . .
G(p) = -^ ^- ^L ?^L_ (3.11b)
Bl,l + Bl,2P + Bl,3P
+---+Bx/l+lPn
This is then expanded into a cauer type continued fraction about p = 0
G(p) = (3.Hc)
hx +
h2 +
+
hln+l + 1Tn2n
where the coefficients /z- (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2n) can be obtained from the Routh's
array. A reduced model of order k is obtained by truncating after 2k terms. Thus
the reduced model is given by,
"= u -
^' + ^7P<en
+
(2-D
h2k
It can be shown that R(z) fits the first 2k time moments of G(z).
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As mentioned earlier, Chuang [4] modified Chen's [2] approach for reduction of
continuous time systems. The higher order transfer function is expanded about
5 = 0 and 5 = oo respectively to obtain a good approximation of both the initial
transient and steady state responses. Shamash [29] showed that the reduced order
model for discrete time systems could be obtained from the continued fraction
expansion about z =1 and z = oo. Thus, given a system (3.11a) G(z) is expanded
into a continued fraction about z = oo for k terms
G(z) = \ (3. lie)
hx +
h2 +
+
v-
K + ct(z)
l.w+1 2ji 3n
where hx = ; h2 = - ; h3 = , . . . , etc. and the transfer functionA2/i A3/i AA/i-\
Gk(z) is of the form
, . Ak+2.l + Ak+2,2Z + -+ Ak+2/i+\-k/2 z ,-,,,*
Gk(z) =
n+l-k/2
(3.1 If)
Afc+1,1 + Ak+l,2z + + Ak+l/i+2-k/2 Z
k is assumed to be even for simplicity.
Now, Gk(z) is expanded into a continued fraction, about z = 1.
Let z = p + 1, substituting in (3.11b) leads to
D D _i_ j_ J? n-k/2
, . Bk+2,1 + Bk+2,2P + + k+2/i+l-k/2P
Gk(p) = ^72~
Bk+l,l + Bk+\,\P + + Bk+\/i+2-k/2P
This is then expanded about p = 0 to give
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Gk(p) =
bTT, O.llg)
1
Bk+l,l
+ P
Bk+2,2 Bk+2,l
Bk+3,l
+ P
B2n,\
B2n+\,l
iting,
Gk(z) =
1
h 1 (z_1)nk+l +
h 1nk+2 +
' '
. (z-1)
h2n
Bil
where hL = ~ i = k+1, k + 2, . . . , 2n
Bi+\,\
Using (3.1 lh) equation (3. lie) may be rewritten as
Vz
G(z) =
hx+ ^
h2 + .. ^
+
hk +
h i (z~!)
hk+2 +
+
P-D
h2n
(3.11h)
(3. in)
A reduced order model R(z), that fits the first k Markov parameters and the first /
time moments of G(z) may be obtained by truncating equation(3.11i) after first
(k+l) quotients.
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Thus
*(*> = ^T7 O.llj)
h 1 Vz
h2 + .
' '
+
(z-1)
^fc+1
The continued fraction expansion is first performed first about infinity since it is
computationally very efficient.
Example :
Consider the following transfer function :
G(z)
8z2
- 15.2828z + 7.313127
z3
-
2.6284z2
+ 2.30036z - 0.67032
G(z) is expanded into a continued fraction about z = oo for three terms and then
about z = 1 for one term. This is then inverted to give
8.0z - 7.23877
R(z) = -z
z2
- 1.6229z + 0.6642
The step response is shown in Fig3.1.
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3.12 Shih & Wu's Approach
Shih & Wu [28] used the continued fraction approach for simplification of discrete
time systems. The method consists of the following steps,
Step 1 : Transformation of the z-transfer function into the w domainby bilinear
transformation, w =
z+1
Step 2 : Expanding the w transfer function into Cauer second form as done for
continuous time systems in Chen's [2] approach.
Step 3 : Truncate the continued fraction expansion at 2k terms in order to obtain
th
a k order reduced model.
Step 4 : Use inverse bilinear transformation, (- ) to obtain the reduced
1 - w
discrete time system model.
Example :
Consider the digital control system shown in Fig.4. 2. The optimal digital compen
sator obtained by Raghavan [27] is
D =
1.682z6
-
0.566z5
+
0.356z4
-
0.204z3
-
0.312z2
+ 0.05z - 0.006
pt
z6
+
1.159z5
+
0.76z4
+
0.466z3
+
0.096z3
- 0.016z + 0.003
The third order approximation is given by
C(z)
0.0648z3
+
0.3010z2
+ 0.0360z - 0.2001
1.2650z3
-
3.1640z2
+ 2.7349z - 0.8359
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3.1c Warwick's Approach
This approach employs what is termed as error polynomial, which is found as the
difference between the system and model outputs to an identical step inputs.
Although this approach is computationally versatile, but it does not ensure stability
of the reduced models.
3.2 Comparision of Different Approaches
All the above approaches, although practical have a serious deficiency. The
reduced model produced may be unstable, even though the original system is
stable. Also, none of the above approaches have considered the problem of
matching the frequency response and as such preserving the system performance
characteristics.
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Chapter 4
Proposed Technique
The Remainder Matching Method
From a practical point of view, it is often desired to have lower order controllers
for higher order plants. The methods to obtain the lower order controllers may be
broadly classified into two categories. The first approach is to approximate the
plant and design a lower order controller and then use this controller with the
original plant. Another approach is to reduce the order of the controller designed
for the plant directly by model reduction techniques which preserve the system
characteristics. In the first approach, since the controller is designed after an
approximation is made, the approximation propagates through the design proce
dure and so the final result may not be satisfactory [26].
In this chapter, a novel method for reducing the order of a discrete-time transfer
function is introduced. The objective of the reduction process is to preserve design
parameters of the transfer function so that controllers designed on the basis of the
reduced model will satisfactorily compensate the original system.
In the remainder matching method the higher order terms in the continued fraction
expansion are matched to an m order transfer function at m chosen frequencies.
The m order matched transfer function is then substituted in the continued
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fraction and inverted to obtain the reduced order model. Such an approach allows
the designer to choose significant frequencies such as gain crossover frequency
and bandwidth for matching purposes. As a result, the compensation for the
original system and that for the reduced order model will have a better match.
4.1 Remainder Matching Method
The proposed method is of significant practical importance [32], since the system
characteristics such as the phase-crossover, gain-crossover, or cutoff frequencies
are preserved while maintaining a good approximation of the step response as well
Consider the original transfer function,
G(z) =
-4q,i
+ ^0,2^ + + A^\ (4.1a)
A\A + Ah? + +
i/i+iz"
The original z-transfer function is first transformed to the w-plane by the bilinear
transformation, Kuo [1],
1 + w
... _ z-1 (4.1b)Z "
1-w
' W
z+1
Thus,
ni
. B0A + BQaw + + 50+1w
G(w) = V
Bxx + Bx2w + + BXn+xw
Rewriting the above expression as,
n-1
, ,
5o^i 52>1 + 52j2w + + 52,P
G(w) = -zz H
~
n
^I/h-1 5U + BX2w + + BXn+xw
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or,
G(w) = K + b(w) (4 ld)
and tf2^ - B0k - BXk [where, AT =
-^ B = B _ B P^ , = ^
The second term in the equation (4.1d) is then expanded into continued fraction
about w = 0 for i (even number) times,
b(w) = B2X
+ B22w + + B2
Bxx + BX2w + + 5j
(4.1e)
n+l
b(w) = 1
B3X + B32w + + B3nwn~\
gx + w [ ]
B2X + B22w + + B2 nw
l
6w=[Sl + P + [ + [* +^r' r'r'r'. r , \ > J J J (4- If)w w KD(w)
B,l
/+l,l
n-1 -i'/2
where, gi = -
KN(w) Bi+2X + Bi+22w + + Bi+2 U2w
and _. . x =
r-
KD(w) Bl+xx + Bl+X2w + +
51+1,+1_l/2w^/2
Now, rearrange the polynomial in the numerator and the denominator in decreas
ing order and continue the expansion about w = for j (even number ) times, we
obtain,
KN(w) LN(w) ,
-f-L = [exw+[e2 + + [ej + /j-]
'
]
l
]
1
(4.1g)
KD(w) l L J LD(w)
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where,
T..,(w\ Ft. . 4- j. dW
_
Bi+J+2A+ + ^.n-i^-1-^
Ln(w) D , , R n-(<+/)^ (4.1h)
PN(w) Y0 + Yxw+ + Ym_xvm-1Now let,
m
m
pd(w) Xq + Xxw + + Xn
where, m is the number of frequency points on the frequency response curve of
G(z) to be matched by the reduced model. The coefficients Y0, Yj, ..., Ym_j, Xj, X2,
..., Xm are obtained as follows:
Pf/yv)
_
LN(w)
PD(w)]w=(ak
~ [~L^w)]w=a>k = rk+imk> k = 1,2,3, m
By separating the real and imaginary parts we obtain a set of simultaneous
independent equations and by solving them we can determine the 2m unknowns.
PN(w) LN(w)
Now substituting / N for , / ^ in equation (4. lg), and then equation (4.1 g)
pd(w) ld(w)
in equation (4. If) and inverting the continued fraction, we obtain the reduced order
model.
The order of the new model is given by [ + m ] . Where m is the number of
points at which the frequency response is matched. The coefficients gfs and e/5
are calculated using Routh's array. Now substituting equation (4. li) in equation
(4.1d), we get,
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Br
GrW = IT*1 + (W)
^l/i+i
z-1Now, using the inverse bilinear transform w = - - , GR(z) is obtained from
GR(w).
Illustrative Examples
To illustrate the superiority of the proposed method two examples are presented.
In the first example, a open loop transfer function is considered to show the
superiority of the proposed method. In the second example, model reduction
technique is applied directly to obtain lower order compensators, while preserving
the closed-loop performance.
Example 1
Consider the fifth order model [31] for which an equivalent third order model is
desired Fig.4.1.
_
3 z4 - 8.886z3 + 10.0221z2 - 5.0919z + 0.98 1 1 125
z5- 3.7 z4 + 5.47z3-4.037z2+1.4856z- 0.2173
using bilinear transformation, z = 1 w
-27.98
12w5
+ 12.3 176w4 + 1 1.821
lw3
+ 3.355w2+ 0.4263w + 0.0252
15.9099w5
+ 1
1.9897w4
+
3.5302w3
+
0.5322w2
+ 0.0367w +0.0013
33.4042w4 +18.029w3
+ 4.29 + 0.5268w + 0.0275
15.9099w5
+ 1
1.9897w4
+ 3.5302w3 + 0.5322w2 + 0.0367w + 0.0013
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Where, K = -1.758729. The second term of the above equation, G(w) is then
expanded twice about zero and twice about infinity(i.e., / = 2, j = 2 ) and the
remaining fraction is then equated at the cutoff frequency, coc = 0.0856 to
R(z)
G(z)
C(z)
PN(w)
PD(w)
4.1 Discrete Transfer Function
Mw) PM (4.1j)
LD(w) wc PD(w) Xxw + X0
Assume Y0 = 1.0, solving the complex equation (4.1j) for the coefficients X0 and
X0 = 3.33192
X} = -0.05164
Thus,
1.0PNM
PD(w)
~
-0.05 164w + 3.33192
is substituted in equation (4. li), and the
PN(w)
The reduced order approximate , ,
continued fraction is inverted. bR(w) is then substituted in equation (4.1d).
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G (w) =
+ 4.3910w2+ 1.091 16w + 0.1 1028
3. 173w3+1.29279w2 + 0.1 125w + 0.00568
using the inverse bilinear transform, we obtain the reduced order model,
3+13.77916z2
_,
.3_mr:^i_2 , 0 A_ , , (4.1k)
G (z) = 0-00975z^+13.77916z2-21.8995z + 8.99288
4.5853z - 10.6861z2 + 8.1346z- 1.98834
The step response and the bode plots of the original and reduced model are shown
in Fig4.3. It can easily be seen that a nearly perfect match for both the step
response and the frequency response is obtained.
Example 2 :
Consider the digital control system shown in Fig4.2. This is a linear system with
finite settling time which is required to track both step and ramp inputs with no
steady state error. Raghavan [27] developed a general procedure to design a digital
compensator D(z) so that the overall system is optimum on the basis of ITEA
(Itegral of time-weighted absolute value of error criterion), subject to the constraint
that the peak overshoot of the system for a step input is less than 48%. The
resulting compensator using Raghavan's method is,
D(z) =
1.682z6
-
0.566z5
+
0.356z4
-
0.204z3
-
0.312z2
+ 0.05 z - 0.006
z6
+ 1 .
159z5
+
0.76z4
+
0.466z3
+
0.096z2
- 0.0 16z + 0.003
Note that this compensator is sixth order and therefore, real time computations
involved in the controller realizations can be expensive and undesirable. There
fore, this transfer function is an ideal candidate for model reduction.
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^-V-/- D(z) / i-e-iT r
p
C(s)
v
. T T
4.2 Digital Control System
1 + w
Sampling time T is taken as 1 sec. Using bilinear transform z = , D(z) is1 - w
transformed to the w-plane. D(w) is then expanded four times about zero
(i = 4,7 = 0) and the remainder is equated at the gain cross-over frequency
w = 0.465. DR(w) is then transformed to the z-plane using inverse bilinear
transform.
DR(z) =
3.0396z3
- 2.
1891z2
+ 1 .803z - 1.2544
1.8120z3+1.3923z2+1.0437z + 0.6138
T = 1 sec.G(z) = ~ . . . ,
2(z-l)2
C(z)
The step response of the closed loop system
- and the frequency response of
the open loop with original compensator and the reduced compensator are shown
in Fig4.4. The step response and the frequency response of the original and reduced
compensator are shown in Fig 4.5. It can be seen that the controller is in excellent
agreement with those of the system with the original controller.
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Comments: A very high degree of accuracy is obtained between the reduced
model and the original model in example 2. It was found later that the model could
be simplified easily by pole zero cancellation. However, this shows that our
approach gives the same results as the reduced model obtained if there was
pole-zero cancellation. The above example was choosen since it has been used by
several authors for model reduction.
There is no fixed criteria for selection of values for i and j. The values
of i and j choosen for examples one and two, were obtained by running the
simulation for different values and choosing the best one. However T.N.Lucas[ 1 8]
suggested a criteria for selection of i and j. This criterion is however, not applicable
in our case. This is an area were further research is to be carried out. The effects
of variation of i and j on the reduced model of example 1 are shown in Table 4.1
and Fig. 4.5.
Example 3 :
Consider the following discrete transfer function [13],
_
Q.4240Z3
-
0.0125z2
- 0.31 18z - 0.05704
G (Z) "
-
1.0966z3
-
0.1434z2
- 0.2735
G(z) is reduced to second order with
i. i = 2, j = 0, co = 0.40 rad/sec
ii. i = 0, j = 2, co = 0.40 rad/sec
iii. i = 4, j = 0 (using Shih & Wu's Approach [28])
The effect of variation of i & j on the reduced model is shown in Table 4.2 & Fig.4. 6
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wg = 0.0856 rad/sec Step Response
RMS Error
Bandwidth
original = 0.082 rad/sec
Frequency Response
RMS Error(Mag)
i=4,j=0 0.0417 0.089 0.1586
i=2,j=2 0.0307 0.082 0.0486
i=0,j=4 1.1564 0.154 0.7521
Table 4.1
wg = 0.40 rad/sec Step ResponseRMS Error
Bandwidth
original = 0.39 rad/sec
Frequency Response
RMS Error(Mag)
i=2,j=0 0.0280 0.386 0.2223
i=0,j=2 0.3373 0.25 0.577
i=4, j=0 Wu's Approach 0.2351 1.09 1.8413
Table 4.2
Variation of i affects the steady state response. The more number of times the
expansion is carried about i the better is the steady state approximation. Whereas,
the more number of times the expansion is carried about j, the better is the transient
approximation. Selection of the matching frequencies affects the frequency
response of the reduced model. Thus, if amatch is desired at a particular frequency,
approximation must the carried about the same frequency. In general, i affects the
approximation of the steady state, j affects the approximation of the initial transient
state, and the frequencies chosen affect approximation
of the frequency response.
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4.2 Remainder Matching Method Using Jordan Canonical Expansion
The remainder matching method presented in the previous section is further
modified for computational simplicity. The objective of the reduction process is
to preserve specific design parameters of the transfer function such as phase
margin, gain margin, and bandwidth. This approach is attractive because it can be
easily implemented and does not involve any complex algebra.
In the technique outlined here, the transfer function is first expanded about zero
and then infinity so that the steady state response and the transient response for a
step input are both carefully approximated. The remaining fraction is then ap
proximated by a lower order transfer function to match the frequency response at
specific frequencies. For such an approximation, the multifrequency Pade ap
proximation via Jordan continued fraction expansion proposed by Hwang and Lee
[24] is more efficient, than the cauer-type continued fraction which involves
computationally inconvenient complex algebra [32].
Outline of the proposed Algorithm
Consider a higher order transfer function G(z). Using bilinear transformation the
z-transfer function is transformed to the w-domain. Expanding G(w) about w = 0
for / (even) number of times and about w = <*> for; (even) number of times, the
remaining fraction is then expanded via the Jordan continued fraction to match at
p different frequencies.
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Consider,
rM _
*o.i+yz+ - +\nzn-1
U^zi ~ ' (4 2a1)
*l.l + *i.2? + .- +BXn+xzn
^Z )
Applying bilinear transformation, z = -~^ > we obtain G(w) = 6(w)+K (4.2b)
a A2X + A27w + ... + Ai An ,
where, 6(w) = -^ ^ ^ and K = -*--
Au + AX2w + ... + AXn+xwn AX/l+x
Expanding G(w) about w=0 for / times,
^)M8l+e+i...+[P^r'...r-rr'
<4.2o
A,-
j Ow) i4i+2.1
+Ai+2.2w++Ai+2.
where, g;- =
'
and
n-l-j^
i_VV
A+1,1 *z ^i+l,l + ^+l,2^+-- + ^+1,+1_iW^
2
Now, rearranging the polynomial denominator and numerator in decreasing order
of powers of w and continuing the expansion about w = for j times, we get
KN(w) LN(w) . . .
-j = [exw+[e2 + .... [e+/
r1....!1]"1
(4.2d)
KD(w) L i LD(w)
t , ^ Ai+uoi + +A,MM/_1"('+;y2 j , xLN(w) '+/+2.1 i+j+2,nzf- L2(w)
where'
w
= pppr^ppppp1^ =w
The coefficient's g('.s and e^s can be easily obtained from the Routh's table.
1 , T^
L2(W) Q2.1 + ,. ? ,let, T(w) = = (4.2e)
Now T(w) is approximated by a lower order transfer function that is obtained via
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Jordan Continued fraction expansion.
T(w) = j^H- = \ 2 (4.2f)LlW hx + kxw + (w2 + (>x)Tx(w)
L2(w)
r< s a3A +
a3,2W+--+a3,m-lwm~2
A
^(w) /A~.
where, 7\(w) = ! ! ! .r- A (4.2g)
axx+a2t2w + ....+
a2^m-xH")
From equation (4.2f) we have,
-^r% =
h,+kxw+(w2
+ u>2)Tx(w) (4.2h)
L2(w) i 1
let w = j(i>x,
A1+A% =^ (4.21i)1 J 1 l L2(j(Hx)
hx - #,0), = _, . \ (4-221)1 l l L2(-j(x>x)
Solving for hx &ndkx
_
Lx(w)L2(w) + Lx(-w)L2(w)
| 2 2^ 2X2(w)L2(-w) w =~a.
_
Lx(w)L2(w) + L_x(w)L2(w)
2 (4 22j)** 22(w)L2(-w) w =-mi
To obtain Ig(w). substitute (4.2g) in (4.2h)
(*! + ^hOL^w) +
(w2
+ co?)L3(w) = Lx(w) (4-22J)
Now insert the polynomials L^w), L2(w) and L3(w) into the above equation and
compare the coefficients of the like terms of to obtain the following relation,
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a3,i = al,i+2-hla2,i+2-kia2,i+i-\a3,i+2 fOr / = m~l , 772-2, ,1 (4.2k)
where a,-
;
= 0 for j > m-i+2, i = 1, 2, 3
By expanding Tj(w) again with the same procedure as above, we get the following
Jordan-type continued fraction for T(w) :
T(w) = l (4.21)
hx + kxw + -
w + co2}u + k0w +l2T^T
2j_2
w +C03
h3 + k3w +
2 .,3-
w + or ,
hm 1 + km ,w +m~l ~l hm + kmw
where +_ j(di are points properly choosen according to the frequency response
characteristics of the system. The terms hi and kL are real quantities and are
obtained from the recursive relations given below. These relationships are derived
from equation (4.2e) to (4.21)
m-i+2
L-(vv) = X ^y"1' . = 1, 2, ..... 771+I (4.2m)
pl
au =
ax_2J+2-h^a^^- k^a^j^- (>2_2aij+2 , j = m-i+2, m-i+l, ... , 1
(4.2n)
P.(w2) = Li+x(w)Li+x(-w) (4.21p)
m-i+l
= J,Piyj~2, 1 = 1,2,...., /n (4.22p)
pi
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2/-1
PiJ = X (-1)
~
ai+l,kai+i,2j-k (4.23p)
k=l
Qi(w2) = Lw)LM(-w) +L-w)LM(w) (4.21 q)
m-i+l
= Z %^3~2 i= l,2,....,w (4.22q)
pl
2/-1
%i = 2S H^^.fe^+i^M (4-23q)
fc=i
Ri = [L((w)Li+1(-w)-L.(-w)Li+1(w)]/w (4.2 lr)
m-i+l
= Z ri.;w2-/~2. / = 1, 2, .... , m (4.22r)
pi
2;
rP' = 2 S^1)*0.. A+l,2,+i-* (4.23r)
l Q^f)
hi = \y i = \,2,....,m (4.21s)2
-3,(^2)
1 #,(-C02)
*,- = x- T i = l, 2,.... ,m (4.22s)
If the model has to be matched at p different frequencies, then the first p terms in
the expansion of T(w) are retained and the expansion is inverted. To invert the
Jordan continued fraction expansion into rational form, the following recursive
relations are used,
V0(w) = 0, U0(w) = l, Vx(w) = l, Ux(w) = hx + kxw,
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Vi+X(w) = (hi+x + ki+xw)Vi(w) + (w2 + (02)Vi_x(w), i=l,2, ....,m-\
Ui+l(w) = (hi+1 + ki+xw)Ui(w) + (w2 + (i>2)Ui__x(w), /= 1,2,... . ,77i-l
where, Vfyv) = v^ : + vi2w + ....+ v-
.i-i
w
i
iWUi(w) = UiA + Ui2w+... + Uii+x.
Using the above relation, a recursive algorithm is obtained to compute v- and ur
The initial conditions to be used are,
vo,i = 0. vi,i = !> and (4.21t)
"o.i = 1 "1,1 = hlt uX2 = kx (4.22t)
Fori = 1, 2,
vi-i.-i = vi-i,o= v;,o = ",-i,-i = "m.o= ui,o =
vi+i,j = hi+ivi,j + ki+iv<j-i + a2Vi-i,j + Vi_x j_2 j=l,2,....,i+l (4.23t)
"i+l, l = hi+iui.j + */fi",\y-i + <o?"i-i.y + ";-i,7-2 7= 1,2,...., i+2
(4.24t)
Eventually, we get
T (^ -
YjW
-
vP.i+yP.2^+.-+vP,y1
7p^w-) ~ ti t \ ~ n' P =
P2,...,m 1
Up(w) uptl + upt2w + ....+ up<p+y
substituting this into equation (4.2d) for T(w) and inverting the continued fraction,
G(w) is obtained, which is substituted in (4.2b) to obtain G(w). Now, using inverse
z- 1
bilinear transformation (i.e., w = -) the reduced model is obtained. The order
z+\
of the reduced model is given by - + p .
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Illustrative example:
Consider ,
G(z) =
3 z4 - 8.886z3 + 10.0221z2 - 5.0919z + 0.981 1 125
z5
- 3.7 + 5.47 z3-4.037z2+1.4856z- 0.2173
The above model is reduced to third order using, i = 2,j = 2 and (Ox =0.0856 .
Here COj is the cutoff frequency obtained from the Bode diagram. Therefore, by
forcing an equivalence between the' original system and the reduced order model
at co1? the bandwidth remains unaltered. Using equations (4.2a) to (4.2t) the
reduced model obtained is given by,
0.01z3+13.755z2-21.8452z + 8.9640
RZ ~
4.577z3- 10.6621z2 + 8.1124z- 1.9817
To obtain a match at p different frequencies, a set of p simultaneous equations
have to be solved which may be very complex and computationally expensive [32].
Using the Jordan continued fraction expansion, however, a match at p different
frequencies is obtained very easily [24]. The reduced models obtained by the two
approaches are approximately the same.
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4.3 Conclusions & Suggestions for Future Extensions
The continued fraction expansion approaches are the easiest method in terms of
calculations. The reduced models obtained from the continued fraction expansions
may be unstable and nonminimum phase. By varying the matched time moments
and Markov parameters, this difficulty can be solved, and good approximations
can be achieved.
The Continued fraction approach was extended to discrete time systems. In order
to preserve the design parameters of the discrete time system, the remainder
matching method was developed. Although the Remainder matching matching
method gives satisfactory results and can be easily implemented, it is difficult to
obtain a match at more than one frequency, since a set of simultaneous equations
have to be solved, which may be cumbersome. To overcome this problem the
modified approach (Remainder matching method using Jordan canonical expan
sion) was developed which is computationally versatile and can be used to match
any number of frequencies on the frequency response of the original system.
Simulation programs based on CTRLC and VAX-FORTRAN 77 have been written
for implementing all the methods discussed, both for continuoue time systems and
discrete time systems.
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Additional topics of interest are :
Closed loop stability considerations of the system with reduced order
controllers
Criteria for selection of order for the best reduced model
The performance of the overall system under
Asynchronous sampling
Effect of non-linearities
Robustness of the overall system
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Appendix A User's Guide for Model Reduction & Simulation
REQUIREMENTS
CTRLC (MATLAB is very nearly equivalent to CTRLC)
EGA Monitor
To run model reduction and simulation software, do the following steps :
Logon to CTRLC
On the CTRLC prompt [> , Type DO REDUCE formodel reduction and
simulation of continuous time systems. For discrete time systems type
DO DREDUCE
The program prompts for the order of the system (ie., order of the
denominator). Here it is required that the transfer function be in the
standard form (i.e., the degree of the numerator is one less than the
degree of the denominator).
Organisation of Programs for Continuous time systems
As seen from the flow chart 1. REDUCE.CTR is the main program which invokes
various fortran and CTRLC routines. First the INPUT.EXE program is invoked
which reads the original transfer function either directly from the keyboard or from
a data file as specified by the user. The transfer function coefficients are then
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written into a file named COEF.DAT in a format that is compatible with CTRLC.
This file is then read into CTRLC. The MENU.EXE program is the invoked which
allows the user to select the type of algorithm to be used for model reduction. The
type of algorithm selected is then written into a file called TYPE.DAT which is
the read into CTRLC. Thereafter the particular algorithm is executed and the
original and reduced model coefficients are written into COEF.DAT. The two
transfer functions are then simulated in CTRLC by the SIMULATE.CTR routine,
which plots the Impulse, Step, and Frequency plots.
If a comparision of results of all algorithms is desired then type DO COMPARE
on the CTRLC prompt. However, before running this program it is necessary that
the coefficients of the reduced order models of each approach be known. Thus it
is required to run all algorithms before running this one.
Organization of Programs for Discrete Time Systems
DREDUCE.CTR is the main program which invokes INPUT.EXE first (flow chart
2). This routine reads the discrete transfer function directly from the keyboard or
from a data file as specified by the user. The transfer function coefficients are then
written into a data file COEF.DAT and then read into CTRLC. The z-transfer
function is then transformed to the w-domain by the WTF.CTR routine. The w
transfer function is then rewritten into the standard form and rewritten into a data
file named COEFl.DAT. Thereafter, MENU.EXE is invoked which allows the
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user to select the desired algorithm. The type selected is written into TYPE.DAT
file which is then read into CTRLC and the corresponding algorithm is then
executed. The reduced order w-transfer which is written in COEF.DAT and read
into CTRLC and then transformed to the z-domian by the routine TUSTIN.CTR.
The original and reduced z-transfer functions are then simulated in CTRLC. The
DSIMULATE.CTR routine performs the discrete domain simulation.
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Flow Chart for Model Reduction & Simulation of CTS
iALG.l
Flow Chart 1.
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Missing Page
Flow Chart for Model Reduction & Simulation ofDTS
: MENU
ALGORITHMS
ALG ALG 2
Flow Chart 2.
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Appendix B Software Listing for Model Reduction of Continuous Time Systems
MODEL REDUCTION OF CONTINUOUS TIME SYSTEMS
// REDUCE.CTR
$ RUN INPUT
$ RUN MENU
DO TYPE.DAT;
N=TYPE;
P=0;Q=0;P1=0;Q1=0;
IFN=0,...
$ RUN CHEN
IFN=1,...
$ RUN CHUANG
IF N=2 ....
$ RUN KRIS
IFN=3,...
$ RUN HUTTON
IFN=4,...
$ RUN HAN
DO COEF.DAT;
P=P';
Q=Q';
P1=P1';
Q1=Q1';
DO SIMULATE.CTR;
END
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c INPUT.F0R
c This program inputs the new transfer function coefficients and stores
c it in a data file or reads previously stored transfer function from the
c filename specified. Also it creates a file called "COEF.DAT", to enable
c the transfer function to read by CTRLC.
REAL A(0: 100,0: 100)
CHARACTER*20 INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=10,STATUS='UNKNOWN,,nLE= 'COEF.DAT')
9 PRINT *,'TYPE ORDER OF MAX(NUMERATOR ,
DENOMINATOR)'
c INPUT THE ORDER OF THE NUMERATOR OR DENOMINATOR POLYNOMIAL WHICH EVER
c IS GREATER.
READ *,N
50 FORMAT(a20)
PRINT *,'FOR DATA TO BE READ FROM FILE TYPE 1 ELSE TYPE 0 :
'
READ*, TOP
IF(TOP.NE.l)GOTO 12
PRINT VFILE NAME:'
ACCEPT 50, INFILE
OPEN0inSllT=20,STATUS=,UNKNOWN'>FILE=INFILE,DEFAULTFILE='.DAT')
GOTO 1 1
12 PRINT *,'NEW DATA FILE NAME :
'
ACCEPT 50, INFILE
OPEN(TJMT=20,STATUS='UNKNOWN',FILE=INFILE,DEFAULTFILE='.DAT')
WRITE(20,*) N
PRINT *,'TYPE COEFFICIENTS OF DENOMINATOR IN ASCENDING
ORDER'
DO 10 I=0JST
PRINT
*,'B'
READ*,A(1,I)
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WRITE(20,*)A(1,I)
10 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'TYPE COEFFICIENTS OF NUMERATOR IN ASCENDING ORDER'
DO 20 I=0,N
PRINT *,'A'
READ*,A(2,I)
WRITE(20,*),A(2,I)
20 CONTINUE
CLOSE(20)
OPEN0UMT=20,STATUS='UNKNOWN'FTLE=rNFILE,DEFAULTnLE='.DAT')
11 READ(20,*)N
DO 16 I=0JST
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 I=0,N
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
17 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
'Q=['
DO 18 I=N,0,-1
WRITE(10,*) A(1,I)
18 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
']'
WRITE(10,*)
'N=[*
DO 19 I=N,0,-1
WRITE(10,*) A(2,I)
19 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
']'
END
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Q************************************************************************************
c MENU.FOR
c This program selects the algorithm to be used on users request
************************************************************************************
INTEGER TYP
OPEN(UNIT=10,STATUS='UNKNOWN'
,FILE='TYPE.DAT')
PRINT*,' ','MODEL REDUCTION ROUTINE'
PRINTV ','FOR LINEAR DYNAMIC CONTINUOUS TIME SYSTEMS'
PRINT*,' '
PRINT *,'MODEL REDUCTION METHODS AVAILABLE :'
PRINT *,' '
PRINT *,'CHENS APPROACH(EXP. ABOUT S=0)'
PRINT *,'GIVES GOOD APPROX. FOR STEADY STATE ONLY'.'(O)'
PRINT *,' '
PRINT *,'CHUANGS APPROACH(EXP. ABOUT S=0 & S=INFINITY
ALTERNATIVELY'
PRINT *,'APPROXIMATES THE TRANSIENT PART ALSO
','(1)'
PRINT*,' '
PRINT VKRISNAMURTHYS MODEL(ROUTHS TABLE)
7(2)'
PRINT*,' '
PRINT VHUTTONS MODEL(ROUTHS APPROACH)
'
PRINT *,'MODEL IS ALWAYS STABLE
','(3)'
PRINT*,' '
PRINT *,'HANS MODEL(EXP. ABOUT S=0 & S=INFINITY)
'
PRINT *,'ALSO MATCHES THE FREQ RESPONSE AT SPECIFIC
POINTS'
PRINT*,' '.'(4)'
10 PRINT *,'TYPE YOUR SELECTION # :
'
READ *,TYP
IF(TYP.GT.4) GOTO 10
WRITE(10,*),'TYPE
CLOSE(IO)
END
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r ****************************************
c CHEN.FOR
c POGRAM FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANSION FOR REDUCTION OF LINEAR
c CONTINUOUS -TIME SYSTEMS USING CHEN'S APPROACH
REALA(20,0:20),H(20),C(20,20),B(20,20)Y,X(20,20),D(20,0:20)
INTEGER N,M,KJSTl,P,W,T,TOP
CHARACTER*20 INFILE
10 FORMAT(a20)
PRINT *, 'PLEASE RETYPE THE INPUT FILE NAME
:'
ACCEPT 10, INFILE
OPEN(UMT=20,STATUS='UNKNOWN'FILE=INFILE,DEFAULTHLE='.DAT')
READ(20,*) N
DO 16 I=0,N
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 I=0JSf
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
17 CONTINUE
CLOSE(20)
OPEN(UNIT=50,STATUS= 'UNKNOWN
' FILE= ' COEF.DAT ')
WRITE(50,*),'Q=['
DO31I=N,0,-l
WRITE(50,*) A(1,I)
31 CONTINUE
WRITE(50
*),']'
WRITE(50,*),'P=['
DO 32 I=N,0,-1
WRITE(50,*) A(2,I)
32 CONTINUE
WRITE(50,*),']'
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*************************************************************************
c CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF ROUTHS ARRAY
q ************************************************************************
M=(2*N)+1
DO 30 J=3,M
DO40K=0,N
A(J,K)=A(J-2,K+1)-((A(J-2,0)*A(J-1,K+1))/A(J-1,0))
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
c ******** CALCULATION OF THE CONT. FRACTION COEFFICIENTS *****************
DO50I=l,2*N
H(I)=A(I,0)/A(I+1,0)
50 CONTINUE
*************************************************************************
PRINT *, 'ORDER OF REDUCED
MODEL'
READ *, Nl
DO60K=l,Nl
D0 65P=1,N1
C(KP)=H(2*P)
IF(K.EQ.P) THEN
Y=0.0
DO 701= IP
Y=H(2*I-1)+Y
70 CONTINUE
B(K,K)=Y
ENDIF
IF(K.GT.P) THEN
B(KP)=B(P,P)
ENDIF
IF(P.GT.K) THEN
B(K,P)=B(K,K)
ENDIF
65 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
c 'ELEMENTS OF STATE
MATRIX'
DO80I=l,Nl
D0 85J=1JSI1
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X(IJ)=C(I,J)*B(IJ)
c PRINT *,X(IJ)
85 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE
M1=(2*N1)+1
D(M1,0)=1.0
D(M1-2,1)=1.0
c 'ELEMENT OF FIRST COLUMNOF ROUTHS ARRAY(INVERSION)'
DO100I=Ml-l,l,-l
D(I,0)=H(I)*D(I+1,0)
c PRINT *,D(I,0)
100 CONTINUE
DO150J=Ml-l,3,-l
DO140K=0,Nl-l
D(J-2,K+1)=D(J,K)+((D(J-2,0)*D(J-1,K+1))/D(J-1,0))
140 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'COEFFICIENTS OF DENOMINATOR IN ASCENDING
ORDER'
WRITE(50,*),'Q1=['
DO 160 I=0,N1
PRINT *,D(1,1)
WRITE(50,*)D(1,N1-I)
160 CONTINUE
WRITE(50,*))']'
PRINT *, 'COEFFICIENTS OF NUMERATOR IN ASCENDING
ORDER'
WRITE(50,*),'P1=['
DO 170 I =0,N1
PRINT *,D(2,I)
WRITE(50,*) D(2,N1-I)
170 CONTINUE
WRITE(50,*),T
CLOSE(ALL)
END
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*****************************************************************************
c CHUANG.FOR
c POGRAM FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANS ION FOR REDUCTION OF LINEAR
c CONTINUOUS TIME SYSTEMS (CHUANG METHOD)
REAL H(20)
REALA(20,20),H1(20),H2(20),A1(20,20),B(20,20),Y,X(20,20),B1(20,20)
INTEGER N,M,K,N1,P,W,T
CHARACTER*20 INFILE
100 FORMAT(a20)
PRINT *, 'PLEASE RETYPE THE INPUT FILE NAME
:'
ACCEPT 100, INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS= 'OLD ' ,FILE=INFILE
'
.DAT')
READ(20,*) N
D0 16I=1,N+1
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 I=1,N+1
READ(20,*)B(1,I)
17 CONTINUE
OPEN(UNIT=50,STATUS='UNKNOWN*,FILE='COEF.DAT')
WRITE(50,*),'Q=['
D0 31I=N+1,1,-1
WRITE(50,*)A(1,I)
31 CONTINUE
WRITE(50,*),']'
WRITE(50,*),'P=['
D0 32I=N+1,1,-1
WRITE(50,*)B(1,I)
32 CONTINUE
WRITE(50
*),']'
100
******************************************************************;******
c CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF ROUTHS ARRAY
c ************************************************************* ;(,**:).:(<:)t:(c;(c+J(,s(<
DO30J=l,N-l
DO40K=lJN-J
A(J+1,K)=A(J,K+1)-((A(J,1)*B(J,K+1))/B(J,1))
B(J+1,K)=B(J,K)-(B(J,N+1-J)*A(J+1,K))
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
c ******** CALCULATION OF THE CONT. FRACTION COEFFICIENTS *****************
DO50I=l,N
H1(I)=A(I,1)/B(I,1)
H2(I)=B(I,N+1-I)
c PRINT *,H1(I),H2(I)
50 CONTINUE
p *************************************************************************
PRINT *,'ORDER OF REDUCED
MODEL'
READ *, M
D0 55J=1,M+1
A1(JJ)=1.0
IF(J.EQ.M+1)THEN
GOTO 55
ENDIF
B1(JJ)=H2(M+1-J)
55 CONTINUE
DO60K=lJ-l
DO 61 J=1,M
A1(J+1,1)=H1(M+1-J)*B1(J,1)
I =J+1
IF(I.GE.M+1)THEN
GOTO 1
ENDIF
B 1 (I,K)=B 1(1- 1 ,K)+(H2(M+1 -I)*Al (I,K))
1 IF(K.EQ.1)THEN
GOTO 61
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ENDIF
IF(I.EQ.l) THEN
GOTO 61
ENDIF
Al(I,K)=Al(I-l,K-l)+(Hl(M+2-I)*Bl(I-l,K))
61 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'COEFFICIENTS OF DENOMINATOR IN ASCENDING ORDER'
WRITE(50,*),'Q1=['
DO160I=l,M+l
PRINT *,A1(M+ 1,1)
WRITE(50,*),A 1 (M+ 1 ,M+2-I)
160 CONTINUE
WRITE(50,*),']'
WRITE(50,*),'P1=['
PRINT *, 'COEFFICIENTS OF NUMERATOR IN ASCENDING
ORDER'
DO170I=l,M+l
PRINT *,B1(M,I)
WRITE(50,*),B 1 (M.M+2-I)
170 CONTINUE
WRITE(50,*),']'
END
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*****************************************************************************
c KRIS.FOR
c POGRAM FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANS ION FOR REDUCTION OF LINEAR
c CONTINUOUS TIME SYSTEMS (KRISHNAMURTHY'S METHOD)
REAL A(20,20),B(20,20)
INTEGER Y,WP.,J,K,C,M,NP,Q,T,TOP,Nl
CHARACTER*20 INFILE
PRINT *,'TYPE ORDER OF NUMERATOR
'
READ*,M
PRINT *,'TYPE ORDER OF
DENOMINATOR'
READ*,N
Q=(N/2) + 1
P=(M/2) + 1
100 FORMAT(a20)
PRINT *, 'PLEASE RETYPE THE INPUT FILE NAME :
'
ACCEPT 100, INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS='OLD',FILE=INFILE,DEFAULTFILE='.DAT')
READ(20,*)N1
Z=MOD(Q,2)
D0 16I=Q,1,-1
IF(Z.EQ.O) THEN
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
ELSE IF(LEQ.Q) THEN
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
ELSE
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
READ(20,*) A(1,I)
ENDIF
16 CONTINUE
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Z=M0D(P,2)
DO 17 I=P,1,-1
IF(Z.EQ.O) THEN
READ(20,*) B(2,I)
READ(20,*)B(1,I)
ELSE IF(I.EQ.P) THEN
READ(20,*)B(1,I)
ELSE
READ(20,*) B(2,I)
READ(20,*)B(1,I)
ENDIF
17 CONTINUE
CLOSE(20)
OPEN(UNIT=30,STATUS='UNKNOWN',FILE='COEF.DAT')
WRITE(30,*),'Q=['
Z=MOD(Q,2)
D0 18I=1,Q
IF(Z.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE(30,*),A(1,I)
WRITE(30,*),A(2,I)
ELSE IF(LEQ.Q) THEN
WRITE(30,*),A(1,I)
ELSE
WRITE(30,*),A(1,I)
WRITE(30,*),A(2,I)
ENDIF
18 CONTINUE
WRITE(30,*),']'
WRITE(30,*),'P=['
Z=MOD(P,2)
EF(Z.NE.O) THEN
WRITE(30,*),'0.0'
ELSE
PRINT *,
' '
ENDIF
DO 19 I=1P
IF(Z.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE(30,*),B(1,I)
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WRITE(30,*),B(2,I)
ELSE IF(IEQ.P) THEN
WRITE(30,*),B(1,I)
ELSE
WRITE(30)*),B(1,I)
WRITE(30,*),B(2,I)
ENDIF
19 CONTINUE
WRITE(30,*),']'
c ***********************************************************:):;t:i),:t::(<;jt
DO20J=3,M+l
L=(M+3-J)/2
DO30K=lL
B(J,K)=B(J-2,K+1)-((B(J-2,1)*B(J-1,K+1))/B(J-1,1))
30 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
DO40J=3,N+l
L=(N+3-J)/2
DO50K=l,L
A(J,K)=A(J-2,K+1)-((A(J-2,1)*A(J-1,K+1))/A(I-1,1))
50 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'TYPE ORDER OF REDUCED MODEL'
READ*,R
W=M+2-R
Y=N+1-R
PRINT *, 'NUMERATOR COEFF. IN DESCENDING
ORDER'
WRITE(30,*),'P1=['
WRITE(30,*),'0.0'
DO60J=l,R
PRINT *,B(WJ),BCW+1,J)
IF(BCW,J).EQ.O) GOTO 63
WRITE(30,*),B(WJ)
63 IF(B0V+U).EQ.0)GOTO60
WRITE(30,*),BOV+1J)
60 CONTINUE
WRITE(30,*),']'
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WRITE(30,*),'Q1=['
PRINT *, 'DENOMINATOR COEFF. IN DESCENDING
ORDER'
DO70J=l,R
PRINT *A(YJ),A(Y+1,J)
EF(A(Y,J).EQ.O) GOTO 65
WRITE(30,*),A(Y,J)
65 EF(A(Y+U).EQ.O) GOTO 70
WRITE(30,*),A(Y+1,J)
70 CONTINUE
WRITE(30,*),']'
CLOSE(ALL)
END
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c HUTTON. FOR
c POGRAM FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANS ION FOR REDUCTION OF LINEAR
c CONTINUOUS-TIME SYSTEMS USING HUTTON'S APPROACH
REAL A1(20),B1(20),A(20,20),B(20,20),NU(6),D(7)
REAL C1,S,S1
INTEGER C,Y,W,RJ,K,L,M,NP,Q,E,N1
CHARACTER*20 INFILE
PRINT *,'TYPE ORDER OF NUMERATOR
'
READ*,M
PRINT *,'TYPE ORDER OF
DENOMINATOR'
READ*,N
Q=(N/2) + 1
P=(M/2) + 1
100 FORMAT(a20)
PRINT *, 'PLEASE RETYPE THE INPUT FILE NAME
:'
ACCEPT 100, INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS='OLD'FILE=INFILE,DEFAULTFILE='.DAT')
READ(20,*) Nl
Z=MOD(Q,2)
DO 16 1=1,Q
IF(Z.EQ.O) THEN
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
ELSE IF(I.EQ.Q) THEN
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
ELSE
READ(20,*) A(1,I)
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
ENDIF
16 CONTINUE
Z=MOD(P,2)
D0 17I=1P
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IF(Z.EQ.O) THEN
READ(20,*)B(1,I)
READ(20,*) B(2,I)
ELSE
IF(LEQP) THEN
READ(20,*)B(1,I)
ELSE
READ(20,*)B(1,I)
READ(20,*) B(2,I)
ENDIF
17 CONTINUE
OPEN(UNIT=30,STATUS='UNKNOWN',FTLE='COEF.DAT')
WRITE(30,*),'Q=['
Z=MOD(Q,2)
DO 18 I=Q,1,-1
IF(Z.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE(30,*) A(2,I)
WRITE(30,*) A(1,I)
ELSE IF(I.EQ.Q) THEN
WRITE(30,*)A(1,I)
ELSE
WRITE(30,*) A(2,I)
WRITE(30,*)A(1,I)
ENDIF
18 CONTINUE
WRITE(30,*),']'
WRITE(30,*),'P=['
WRITE(30,*)
'0.0'
Z=MOD(P,2)
IF(Z.NE.O) THEN
WRITE(30,*),'0.0'
ELSE
PRINT*,' '
ENDIF
D0 19I=P,1,-1
IF(Z.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE(30,*) B(2,I)
WRITE(30,*) B(1,I)
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ELSE IF(I.EQ.P) THEN
WRITEQO,*) B(1,I)
ELSE
WRITE(30,*) B(2,I)
WRITE(30,*)B(1,I)
ENDIF
19 CONTINUE
WRITE(30,*),T
DO40J=3,N+l
L=(N+3-J)/2
DO50K=l,L
A(J,K)=A(J-2,K+1)-((A(J-2,1)*A(J-1,K+1))/A(J-1,1))
50 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE
DO 20 J=3,M+1
L=(M+3-J)/2
DO30K=l,L
B(J,K)=B(J-2,K+1)-((B(I-2,1)*A(J-1,K+1))/A(J-1,1))
30 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
DO200J=l,N
A1(J)=A(J,1)/A(J+1,1)
B1(J)=B(J,1)/A(J+1,1)
200 CONTINUE
c ****IMPULSE RESPONSE ENERGY*******
S=0.0
D0 125J=1,N
S=S+((B1(J)**2)/(2*A1(I)))
125 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'TYPE ORDER OF REDUCED
MODEL'
READ *JR
PRINT *,'SUM OF N TERMS(ENERGY)'.S
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S 1=0.0
D0 135J=1,R
S1=S1+((B1(J)**2)/(2*A1(J)))
135 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'SUM OF K TERMS (ENERGY)',SI
C1=S1/S
PRINT *,'REDUCTION ORDER'.Cl
IF(R.EQ.l) THEN
D(1)=A1(1)
D(2)=1.0
NU(1)=B1(1)
ENDIF
IF(R.EQ.2) THEN
D(1)=A1(1)*A1(2)
D(2)=A1(2)
D(3)=1.0
NU(1)=A1(2)*B1(1)
NU(2)=B1(2)
ENDIF
JT(R.EQ.3) THEN
D(1)=A1(1)*A1(2)*A1(3)
D(2)=A1(2)*A1(3)
D(3)=A1(1)+A1(3)
D(4)=1.0
NU(1)=A1(2)*A1(3)*B1(1)
NU(2)=B1(2)*A1(3)
NU(3)=B1(1)+B1(3)
ENDIF
IF(R.EQ.4) THEN
D(1)=A1(1)*A1(2)*A1(3)*A1(4)
D(2)=A1(2)*A1(3)*A1(4)
D(3)=((A1(1)+A1(3))*A1(4)) + (A1(1)*A1(2))
D(4)=A1(2)+A1(4)
D(5)=1.0
NU(1)=A1(2)*A1(3)*A1(4)*B1(1)
NU(2)=B1(2)*A1(3)*A1(4)
NU(3)=((B1(1)+B1(3))*A1(4))+(A1(2)*B1(1))
NU(4)=B1(2)+B1(4)
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ENDIF
PRINT *,'NUMERATOR COEFF. IN ASCENDING ORDER'
WRITE(30,*),'P1=[\'0.00000'
DO60J=l,R
PRINT *,'N',NU(J)
WRITE(30,*),NU(R-J+1)
60 CONTINUE
WRITE(30,*),']'
PRINT * .'DENOMINATOR COEFF. IN ASCENDING ORDER'
WRITE(30,*),'Q1=['
DO70J=l,R+l
PRINT *,'D',D(J)
WRITE(30,*),D(R-J+2)
70 CONTINUE
WRITE(30,*),']'
CLOSE(ALL)
END
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*****************************************************************************
c HAN.FOR
c POGRAM FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANSION FOR REDUCTION OF LINEAR
c CONTINUOUS TIME SYSTEMS (HAN'S METHOD)
c
;*****************************************************************************
REAL*8 A(20,0:20),H(20)
REAL*8 C(0:20,0:20), Cl(0:20,0:20)
REAL*8 A1(20,0:20),Y0,Y1
INTEGER N,M,K,Sl,S2,Z,Zl,Z2,IGPPl,LlTOP
COMPLEX*8 DENJWM,X,FRA
CHARACTER*20 INFILE
************ TMpTJT ROUTINE **************************************************
OPEN(UNIT=10,STATUS='UNKNOWN',FILE='COEF.DAT')
5559 FORMAT(a20)
PRINT *, 'PLEASE RETYPE THE INPUT FILE NAME
:'
ACCEPT 5559, INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS= ' OLD '
'
.D
AT'
)
READ(20,*) N
DO 16 I=0,N
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 I=0,N
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
17 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
'P=['
DO555I=N,0,-l
WRITE(10,*) A(2,I)
555 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
']'
WRITE(10,*)
'Q=['
DO655I=N,0,-l
WRITE(10,*) A(1,I)
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655 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
']'
c CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF ROUTHS ARRAY
************************************************************************
PRINT *,'NUMBER OF TERMS TO BE EXPANDED ABOUT S=0 :
'
READ *,S1
IF(SLEQ.O) GOTO 39
DO30J=3,Sl+2
DO 40 K=0,N
A(J,K)=A(J-2,K+1)-((A(J-2,0)*A(J-1,K+1))/A(J-1,0))
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
c ******** CALCULATION OF THE CONT. FRACTION COEFFICIENTS
DO50I=l,Sl
H(I)=A(I,0)/A(I+1,0)
50 CONTINUE
39 PRINT *,'# OF TERMS TO BE EXPANDED ABOUT S=INFINITY
READ *,S2
IF(S2.EQ.O) GOTO 56
Z=(N+l)-(Sl/2)-l
DO400K=0,Z
K1=Z-K
A1(S1+1,K)=A(S1+1,K1)
400 CONTINUE
DO 500 K=0,Z-1
K1=Z-1-K
A1(S1+2,K)=A(S1+2,K1)
500 CONTINUE
D0 35J=Sl+3,Sl+S2+2
DO45K=0,Z-l
A1(J,K)=A1(J-2,K+1)-((A1(J-2,0)*A1(I-1,K+1))/A1(I-1,0))
*****************
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45 CONTINUE
35 CONTINUE
D0 55I=S1+1,S1+S2
H(I)=A1(I,0)/A1(I+1,0)
55 CONTINUE
GOTO 57
56 PRINT *,'DESIRED MATCHING FREQUENCY.COMPLEX FORM (0,W) : '
READ *,X
DEN=CMPLX(0,0)
NUM=CMPLX(0,0)
Z2=N-(Sl/2)
DO 101 K=0,Z2
DEN=DEN +((X**K)*A(S1+1,K))
IF(KEQ.Z2) GOTO 101
NUM=NUM +((X**K)*A(S1+2,K))
101 CONTINUE
Y0=(REAL(DEN/NUM))
Y1=(AIMAG(DEN/NUM)/CABS(X))
C(1,2)=Y1
C(1,1)=Y0
C(0,1)=1
IG=1
D0 811J=2,S1+1
C(J,1)=H(S1+S2+1-IG)*C(J-1,1)
IG=IG+1
811 CONTINUE
DO 821 J=2,S1+1
D0 831K=2,((Sl+2)/2)+l
C(J,K)=((C(J,1)*C(J-1,K))/C(J-1,1))+C(J-2,K-1)
831 CONTINUE
821 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER'
KIL=((Sl+2)/2)+l
WRITE(10,*),'Q1=['
D0 844J=KIL,1,-1
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PRINT*,C(S1+1,J)
WRITE(10,*)C(S1+1J)
844 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*),']'
PRINT VNUMERATOR COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER'
WRITE(10,*),'P1=['
D0 845J=KIL,1,-1
PRINT *,C(S1J)
WRITE(10,*)C(S1,J)
845 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*),']'
GOTO 58
57 PRINT *,'DESIRED MATCHING FREQUENCY,COMPLEX FORM (O.W)
READ *,X
DEN=CMPLX(0,0)
NUM=CMPLX(0,0)
Z2=(Sl+S2)/2 + 1
DO 801 K=0,Z2
DEN=DEN+((X**(Z2-K))*A1(S1+S2+1,K))
IF(K.EQ.Z2) GOTO 801
NUM=NUM+((X**(Z2-K-1))*A1(S1+S2+2,K))
801 CONTINUE
Y0=(REAL(DEN/NUM))
Y 1=(AIMAG(DEN/NUM)/CABS(X))
C(1,1)=Y1
C(1,2)=Y0
C(0,1)=1
IG=1
DO 111 J=2,S1+S2+1
C(J,1)=H(S1+S2+1-IG)*C(J-1,1)
IG=IG+1
111 CONTINUE
LP=1
D0 222J=2,S2+1
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LP=LP+(J*0.5)
DO 333 L1=2,LP
C(JL1)=((C(J,1)*C(J-1,L1))/C(J-1,1)) + C(J-2,L1-1)
333 CONTINUE
222 CONTINUE
DO501K=l,(S2/2+l)
Kl=(S2/2+2)-K
C1(S2,K)=C(S2,K1)
501 CONTINUE
DO502K=l,(S2/2+2)
Kl=(S2/2+3)-K
C1(S2+1,K)=C(S2+1,K1)
502 CONTINUE
IG1=0
DO503J=S2+2,Sl+S2+l
C1(J,1)=H(S1-IG1)*C1(J-1,1)
IG1=IG1+1
503 CONTINUE
DO 221 J=S2+2,S1+S2+1
DO 331 K=2,(((Sl+S2+2)/2)+l)
C1(J,K)=((C1(J,1)*C1(J-1,K))/C1(J-1,1))+C1(J-2,K-1)
331 CONTINUE
221 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING ORDER'
KIL=(Sl+S2)/2 +2
WRITE(10,*),'Q1=['
D0 444J=KIL,1,-1
PRINT*,C1(S1+S2+1,J)
WRITE(10,*) C1(S1+S2+1J)
444 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
WRITE(10,*),'P1=['
PRINT *,'NUMERATOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING ORDER'
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D0445J=KIL,1,-1
PRINT *,C1(S1+S2rl)
WRITE(10,*)C1(S1+S2,J)
445 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
p ****** EXTRA ********
WRITE(10,*),'PR=['
c PRINT *, 'NUMERATOR COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER'
DO 447 J=KIL-1,1,-1
c PRINT *,C1(S1+S2,J)
WRITE(10*)C1(S1+S2,J)
447 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
58 PRINT*,' '
END
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c *****************************************************************************
c LEE.FOR
c , POGRAM FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANSION FOR REDUCTION OF LINEAR
c CONTINUOUS TIME SYSTEMS(LEE'S APPROACH)
*****************************************************************************
REALAA(20,20),Q(20,20),R(20,20),PA(20,20),PA1(20),Q1(20)R1(20)
REALW(20),HA(20),KC(20),U(0:20,0:20),V(0:20,0:20)
CHARACTER*20 FIL1,INFILE
REAL*8 A(20,0:20),H(20),C(0:20,0:20), Ul (0:20,0:20), U2(0:20,0:20)
REAL*8 Al(20,0:20)
INTEGER N,M,K,S 1 ,S2,Z,Z1 ,Z2,IG,Ppi ,L1 ,TOP,NFREQ,ILJL,M 1 LPLP1
COMPLEX*8 DENJWM,XFRA
5559 FORMAT(a20)
PRINT *,'PLEASE RETYPE THE INPUT FILE NAME
:'
ACCEPT 5559, INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS='OLD'FILE=INFILE,DEFAULTFILE='.DAT')
READ(20,*) N
DO 16 I=0,N
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 I=0,N
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
17 CONTINUE
*************************************************************************
c CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF ROUTHS ARRAY
c
*******************************************************************
999 PRINT *,'# OF TIMES TO BE EXPANDED ABOUT W=0(EVEN)
:'
READ *,S1
IF(SLEQ.O) GOTO 39
DO30J=3,Sl+2
DO 40 K=0,N
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A(J,K)=A(J-2,K+1)-((A(J-2,0)*A(J-1,K+1))/A(J-1,0))
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
c ******** CALCULATION OF THE CONT. FRACTION COEFFICIENTS *****************
DO50I=l,Sl
H(I)=A(I,0)/A(I+1,0)
50 CONTINUE
39 PRINT * ,'# OF TIMES TO BE EXPANDED ABOUTW=INFINITY (EVEN) :
'
READ *,S2
Z=(N+l)-(Sl/2)-l
DO 400 k=o,z
K1=Z-K
A1(S1+1,K)=A(S1+1,K1)
400 CONTINUE
DO500K=0,Z-l
K1=Z-1-K
A1(S1+2,K)=A(S1+2,K1)
500 CONTINUE
IF(S2.EQ.O) GOTO 56
D0 35J=Sl+3,Sl+S2+2
DO45K=0Z-l
A1(J,K)=A1(I-2,K+1)-((A1(I-2,0)*A1(J-1,K+1))/A1(J-1,0))
45 CONTINUE
35 CONTINUE
D0 55I=S1+1,S1+S2
H(I)=A1(I,0)/A1(I+1,0)
55 CONTINUE
Z2=N-(Sl+S2)/2
DO 501 K=0,Z2
AA(1,Z2-K+1)=A1(S1+S2+1,K)
501 CONTTNUE
DO 502 K=0,Z2
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AA(222-K+1)=A1(S1+S2+2,K-1)
502 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'# FREQUENCIES ATWHICH THE RESPONSE IS TO BE
MATCHED'
READ*,NFREQ
D0 7I=1,NFREQ
PRINT *, 'FREQUENCY
READ *,W(I)
7 CONTINUE
OPEN(UNIT=60,STATUS='UNKNOWN\FILE='COEF.DAT')
_
********************************************************************
N1=Z2
D0 48I=1,N1-1
DO 41 J=1JN1-I+1
D042K=1,(2*J)-1
PA(U)=PA(U)+(((-l)**(K-l))*AA(I+l,K)*AA(I+l,(2*J)-K))
42 CONTINUE
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
PA1(I) = PA1(I) + PA(I,J)
ELSE IF(I.NE.l) THEN
PA1(I) = PA1(I) - (PA(I,J)*(W(I)**(2*J -2)))
ENDIF
DO 43 K= 1,(2*J)- 1
Q(IJ)=Q(IJ)+(((-l)**(K-l))*AA(I,K)*AA(I+l,(2*J)-K))
43 CONTINUE
Q(U)=2*Q(I,J)
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
Q1(I)=Q1(I) + Q(I,J)
ELSE IF(J.NE.l) THEN
Q1(I)=Q1(I) - (Q(U)*(Wa)**((2*J)-2)))
ENDIF
DO 44 K= 1,2*J
R(I,J)=R(U) + (((-1)**K)*AA(I,K)*AA(I+1,(2*I)+1-K))
44 CONTINUE
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R(I,J)=2*R(IJ)
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
R1(I)=R1(I) + R(IJ)
ELSE IF(J.NE.l) THEN
R1(I)=R1(I) - (R(I,J)*OV(I)**((2*J)-2)))
ENDIF
41 CONTINUE
HA(I)=0.5*Q1(I)/PA1(I)
KC(I)=0.5*R1(I)/PA1(I)
D049IL=3,N1+1
DO 411 JL=N1-IL+3,N1+1
AA(IL,JL)=0.0
411 CONTINUE
49 CONTINUE
D0412J=lJSTl-I+2
AA(I+2J)=AA(IJ+2)-(HA(I)*AA(I+ 1 J+2))-(KC(I)*AA(I+ 1J+ 1 ))
+ -(((W(I))**2)*AA(I+2,J+2))
412 CONTINUE
48 CONTINUE
M1=NFREQ
V(0,1)=0.0
V(l,l)=1.0
U(0,l)=1.0
U(1,1)=HA(1)
U(1,2)=KC(1)
D0413I=1,M1-1
V(I-1,-1)=0.0
V(I-1,0) = 0.0
V(I,0) =0.0
U(I-1,-1)= 0.0
U(I-1,0) = 0.0
U(I,0) =0.0
D0414J=1,I+1
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V(I+l,J)=HA(I+l)*V(LJ)+KC(I+l)*V(LJ-l)+(W(I)**2)*V(I-l,J)+V(I-l,J-2)
414 CONTINUE
D0415J=l,I+2
U(I+l,J)=HA(I+l)*U(I,J)+KC(I+l)*U(I,J-l)+(W(I)**2)*U(I-l,J)+U(I-l,J-2)
415 CONTINUE
413 CONTINUE
WRITE(60,*) 'Ql=[*
DO 4120 J=M1+1,1,-1
U2(M 1+ 1 ,M 1 - J+2)=U(M IJ)
WRITE(60,*)U(M1,J)
4120 CONTINUE
WRITE(60,*) ']'
WRITE(60,*) 'Pl=['
D04121 J=M1+1,1,-1
U(M1-U)=V(M1J)
U2(M 1 ,M 1 -J+ 1 )=U(M 1 - IJ)
WRITE(60,*)U(M1-1,I)
4121 CONTINUE
WRITE(60,*),']'
IF(S2.EQ.O) GOTO 9898
IG=0
DO 8119 J=M1+2,M1+1+S2
U2(J,1)=H(S1+S2-IG)*U2(J-1,1)
IG=IG+1
8119 CONTINUE
DO 822 J=M1+2,M1+1+S2
IF((J/2)*2.NEJ) THEN
LP= (J/2)+2
ELSE
LP= (J/2)+l
ENDIF
DO 833 L1=2,LP
U2(J,L1)=((U2(J,1)*U2(J-1,L1))/U2(J-1,1)) + U2(J-2,L1-1)
833 CONTINUE
822 CONTINUE
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DO8501K=lLP
K1=LP+1-K
U1(M1+S2+1,K)=U2(M1+S2+1,K1)
8501 CONTINUE
DO8502K=lLP-l
K1=LP-K
U1(M1+S2,K)=U2(M1+S2,K1)
8502 CONTINUE
9898 J=M1+1
IF((J/2)*2.NEJ) THEN
LP= (J/2)+2
ELSE
LP= (J/2)+l
ENDIF
D0 8555K=1LP
K1=LP+1-K
U1(M1+1,K)=U2(M1+1,K1)
8555 CONTINUE
D0 8556K=1LP-1
K1=LP-K
U1(M1,K)=U2(M1,K1)
8556 CONTINUE
IF(SLEQ.O) GOTO 98981
IG1=0
DO 8203 J=S2+M1+2,S1+S2+M1+1
U1(J,1)=H(S1-IG1)*U1(J-1,1)
IG1=IG1+1
8203 CONTINUE
DO 6221 J=S2+M1+2,S1+S2+M1+1
IF((J/2)*2.NE.J) THEN
LP1= (J/2)+2
ELSE
LPl=(J/2)+l
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ENDIF
D0 6331K=2LP1
U1(J,K)=((U1(J,1)*U1(J-1,K))/U1(J-1,1))+U1(I-2,K-1)
6331 CONTINUE
6221 CONTINUE
98981 J=S2+M1+1
JT((J/2)*2.NEJ) THEN
LP1= (J/2)+2
ELSE
LP1= (J/2)+l
ENDIF
PRINT *,'DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING ORDER'
WRITE(60,*),'Q11=['
DO 6444 J=LP1,1,-1
PRINT *,U1(S1+S2+M1+1J)
WRITE(60,*) U1(S1+S2+M1+1,J)
6444 CONTINUE
WRITE(60,*)
WRITE(60,*),'P11=['
PRINT *,'NUMERATOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING
ORDER'
DO 6445 J=LP1,1,-1
PRINT *,U1(S1+S2+M1J)
WRITE(60,*) U1(S1+S2+M1,J)
6445 CONTINUE
WRITE(60,*)
END
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// SIMULATE.CTR //
// THIS PROGRAM READS THE COEF.DAT FILE AND PLOTS THE STEP AND IMPULSE //
//RESPONSE OF THE ORIGINAL AND REDUCED MODELS //
TERM='VT125'
;
T=0:.05:20;
[A,B,C,D]=TF2SS0P,Q);
FIMP=IMPUL(A,B,C, 1 ,T);
FST=STEP(A,B ,C,D, 1 ,T);
[EE,G,H]=TF2SS(P1,Q1);
RIMP=IMPUL(E,F,G , 1 ,T);
RST=STEP(EE,G,H,1,T) ;
ERASE
PAGE
window('223')
title(' impulse response')
PLOT(T,FIMP,'RED,solid',T,RIMP,'MAGENTA,dashed')
//text(0.5,0.02,'hit return key to continue', ..
//Ill 111111 111 11 lllllllF,'size=0.02')
//PAUSE
//PAGE
window('211')
TITLE('STEP RESPONSE')
PLOT(T,FST,'RED,SOLID',T,RST,'MAGENTA,DASHED')
//text(0.5,0.02,'hit return key to continue', ..
//'Ill 111111 111 11 11111111', 'size=0.02')
//PAUSE
//PAGE
W=LOGSPACE(-2,4);
Wl=LOGSPACE(-2,4);
[FMAG,FPHAS]=BODE(A,B,C,D,l,W);
[FYJFZ]=NYQU(A,B,C,D,1,W);
[RMAGPJ5HAS]=BODE(EF,G,H,l,Wl);
[RY,RZ]=NYQU(EE,G,H,1,W1);
window('224')
title('nyquist plot')
PLOT(FY,FZ,'RED,SOLID',RY,RZ,'MAGENTA,DASHED')
//text(0.5,0.02,'hit return key to continue', ..
//'in mm m 11 iimnr,'size=o.02')
PAUSE
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PAGE
ERASE
titleffrequency response')
WINDOW('211')
PLOTCW,FMAG,'RED,SOLID',Wip.MAG,'MAGENTA,DASHED','LOGLOG')
WINDOW('212')
PLOT(W,FPHAS,'RED,SOLID',WlP.PHAS,'MAGENTA,DASHED',LOGX')
//text(0.5,0.02,'hit return key to continue', ..
//'ill 111111 111 11 llllHll','size=0.02')
PAUSE
PAGE
//CALCULATION OF MEAN SQUARE ERROR//
[YDELT]=FIMP-RIMP;
[YDELT1]=FST-RST;
[0,F]=SIZE(YDELT);
[01,F1]=SIZE(YDELT1);
ERI=0;
FORI=l:F,ERI=ERI+((YDELT(I))**2);
RMSI=(ERI/F)**0.5;
RMSI
ERS=0;
F0RI=1:F1ERS=ERS+((YDELT1(I))**2);
RMSS=(ERS/F1)**0.5;
RMSS
END
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//COMPARE.CTR
// THIS PROGRAM GIVES THE STEP RESPONSE AND FREQUENCY RESPONCE OF FIVE
//MODELS, IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE FIVE TRANSFER FUNCTION BE KNOWN.
TERM='VT125';
T=0:.05:20;
$ RUN INPUT
DO COEF.DAT;
N=N';Q=Q";
[A,B,C,D]=TF2SS(N,Q);
FIMP=IMPUL(A,B,C, 1 ,T);
FST=STEP(A,B,C,D,1,T);
$ RUN INPUT
DO COEF.DAT;
N=N';Q=Q';
[A1,B1,C1,D1]=TF2SS(N,Q);
RIMP1=IMPUL(A1,B1,C1,1,T);
RST1=STEP(A1,B1,C1,D1,1,T);
$ RUN INPUT
DO COEF.DAT;
N=N';Q=Q';
[A2,B2,C2,D2]=TF2SS(N,Q);
RIMP2=IMPUL(A2,B2,C2,1 ,T);
RST2=STEP(A2,B2,C2,D2, 1 ,T);
$ RUN INPUT
DO COEF.DAT;
N=N';Q=Q';
[A3,B3,C3,D3]=TF2SS(N,Q);
RIMP3=IMPUL(A3,B3,C3,1,T);
RST3=STEP(A3,B3,C3,D3,1,T);
$ RUN INPUT
DO COEF.DAT;
N=N';Q=Q';
[A4,B4,C4,D4]=TF2SS(N,Q);
RIMP4=IMPUL(A4,B4,C4,1 ,T);
RST4=STEP(A4,B4,C4,D4, 1 ,T);
$ RUN INPUT
DO COEF.DAT;
N=N';Q=Q';
[A5,B5,C5,D5]=TF2SS(N,Q);
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RIMP5=IMPUL(A5,B5,C5,1,T);
RST5=STEP(A5,B5,C5,D5,1,T);
ERASE
PAGE
title('impulse response')
PLOT(T,HMP,'green,solid',TJlIMPl,'RED,dashed',T,RIMP2,'BLUE,DOTTED',T, ..
RIMP3,'YELLOW)dOTDASH',TRIMP4>'CYAN,DASHED',T,RIMP5,'MAGENTA,DOTDASH')
//text(0.5,0.02,'hit return key to continue', ..
//'Ill lllUl 111 11 11111111', 'size=0.02')
PAUSE
PAGE
ERASE
TITLE('STEPRESPONSE')
PLOT(T,FST,'green,SOLID',T,RSTl,'RED,DASHED',T,RST2,'BLUE,DOTTED',TRST3)..
'YELLOW,DOTDASH',T,RST4, 'CYAN ,DASHED',T,RST5,'MAGENTA,D0TDASH')
//text(0.5,0.02, 'hit return key to continue', ..
//'HI 111111 111 11 11111111', 'size=0.02')
PAUSE
PAGE
ERASE
W=LOGSPACE(-2,4);
[FMAG,FPHAS]=BODE(A,B,C,D,l,W);
[FY,FZ]=NYQU(A,B,C,D,1,W);
[RMAG1JIPHAS1]=B0DE(A1,B1,C1,D1,1,W);
[RY1,RZ1]=NYQU(A1,B1,C1,D1,1,W);
[RMAG2,RPHAS2]=BODE(A2,B2,C2,D2,l,W);
[RY2,RZ2]=NYQU(A2,B2,C2,D2,1,W);
[RMAG3,RPHAS3]=BODE(A3,B3>C3,D3,l,W);
[RY3,RZ3]=NYQU(A3,B3,C3,D3,1,W);
[RMAG4,RPHAS4]=BODE(A4,B4,C4,D4,l,W);
[RY4,RZ4]=NYQU(A4,B4,C4,D4,1,W);
[RMAG5,RPHAS5]=BODE(A5,B5,C5,D5,l,W);
[RY5,RZ5]=NYQU(A5,B5,C5,D5,1,W);
title('Nyquist plot')
PLOT(FY,FZ,'green,SOLID',RYlRZl>'RED,DASHED',RY2>RZ2,'BLUE,DOTTED',RY3,RZ3,..
'YELLOW,DOTDASH',RY4,RZ4,'CYAN,DASHED\RY5,RZ5,'MAGENTA,DOTDASH')
//text(0.5,0.02,'hit return key to continue', ..
//Til 111111 111 11 llllllH','size=0.02')
PAUSE
PAGE
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ERASE
title('frequency response')
WINDOW('211')
PLOT0V,FMAG,'green,SOLID',W,RMAGl,'RED,DASHED',W,RMAG2,'BLUE,DOTTED',..
W,RMAG3,'YELLOW,DOTDASH',W>RMAG4,'CYAN,DASHED',W>RMAG5,'MAGENTA,DOTDASH
LOGLOG')
WINDOW('212')
PLOT0V,FPHAS,'green,SOLID',W,RPHASl,'RED,DASHED',WJRPHAS2,'BLUE,DOTTED',..
WJCPHAS3,'YELLOW,DOTDASH',WRPHASE4,'CYAN,DASHED',W,RPHAS5,'MAGENTA,DOTDA
SH',..
'LOGX')
//text(0.5,0.02,'hit return key to continue', ..
//'in nun m 11 mimr,'size=o.o2')
PAUSE
PAGE
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Appendix C Software Listing for Model Reduction ofDiscrete Time Systems
MODEL REDUCTION OF DISCRETE TIME SYSTEMS
// DREDUCE.CTR
// This Program PerformsModel Reduction & simulation of Discrete Time systems//
TERM='VT125';
$ RUN INPUT
DEFFWTF;
DEFF TUSTIN;
DO COEF.DAT;
ND=N';DD=Q';
AN=N'; AD=Q';
[NW,DW]=WTF(ND,DD);
A=NW(1,1)/DW(1,1);
P=(NW A*DW)';
Q=DW';
SAVE ORDER Q P COEF1 -F;
$ RUN DMENU
DO TYPE.DAT;
TYPE;
IFTYPE=0,...
$RUNWU
IFTYPE=1 ,...
$ RUN DHAN
IFTYPE=2,...
$ RUN DLEE
DO COEF.DAT;
P1=P1';Q1=Q1';
P1=P1 + (A*Q1);
NC = P1;
DC = Q1;
[NT,DT]=TUSTIN(NC,DC);
SAVE AN AD NT DT COEF.DAT ;
NT;DT;AN;AD;
DO DSIMULATE.CTR;
END
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****************************************************************************
c INPUT.FOR
c This program inputs the new transfer function coefficients and stores
c it in a data file or reads previously stored transfer function from the
c filename specified. Also it creates a file called "COEF.DAT", to enable
c the transfer function to read by CTRLC.
****************************************************************************
REAL A(0: 100,0: 100)
CHARACTER*20 INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=10,STATUS='UNKNOWN'FILE='COEF.DAT')
9 PRINT *,'TYPE ORDER OF MAX(NUMERATOR ,
DENOMINATOR)'
c Input the order of the numerator or denominator polynomial which ever
c is greater.
READ *JM
50 FORMAT(a20)
PRINT *,'FOR DATA TO BE READ FROM FILE TYPE 1 ELSE TYPE 0
:'
READ *, TOP
IF(TOP.NE.l)GOTO 12
PRINT*, 'FILE
NAME:'
ACCEPT 50, INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS='UNKNOWN',FILE=INFILE,DEFAULTFILE='.DAT')
GOTO 11
12 PRINT * ,'NEWDATA FILE NAME :
'
ACCEPT 50, INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS='UNKNOWN',FILE=INFILE,DEFAULTFILE='.DAT')
WRITE(20,*) N
PRINT *,'TYPE COEFFICIENTS OF DENOMINATOR IN ASCENDING
ORDER'
DO 10 I=0JS1
PRINT
*,'B'
READ*,A(1,I)
WRITE(20,*)A(1,I)
10 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'TYPE COEFFICIENTS OF NUMERATOR IN ASCENDING
ORDER'
DO 20 I=0JN
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PRINT
*,'A'
READ *,A(2,I)
WRITE(20,*),A(2,I)
20 CONTINUE
CLOSE(20)
OPEN(UMT=20,STATUS='UNKNOWN'FILE=INFILE,DEFAULTFILE='.DAT')
11 READ(20,*)N
DO 16 I=0JS1
READ(20,*) A(1,I)
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 I=0JSf
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
17 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
'Q=['
DO 18 I=N,0,-1
WRITE(10,*) A(1,I)
18 CONTINUE
WRITE(10*)
']'
WRITE(10,*)
'N=['
DO 19 I=N,0,-1
WRITE(10 *) A(2,I)
19 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
']'
WRITE(10,*) 'ORDER =',N
END
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c********************************************************************^*^^
c WU.FOR
c POGRAM FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANSION FOR REDUCTION OF LINEAR
c DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS
c *****************************************************************************
REALA(20,0:20),H(20),C(20,20),B(20,20),Y,X(20,20),D(20,0:20)
INTEGER N,M,K,Nl,P,W,T,TOP
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS='UNKNOWN'FILE='COEF1.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT=50,STATUS='UNKNOWN'FILE='COEF.DAT')
READ(20,*) N
DO16I=N,0,-l
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
16 CONTINUE
DO17I=N,0,-l
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
17 CONTINUE
CLOSE(20)
~ *************************************************************************
c CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF ROUTHS ARRAY
c ************************************************************************
M=(2*N)+1
DO30J=3,M
DO40K=0,N
A(J,K)=A(J-2,K+1)-((A(J-2,0)*A(J-1,K+1))/A(J-1,0))
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
c ******** CALCULATION OF THE CONT. FRACTION COEFFICIENTS
*****************
DO50I=l,2*N
H(I)=A(I,0)/A(I+1,0)
c PRINT *,H(I)
50 CONTINUE
*************************************************************************
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PRINT *,'ORDER OF REDUCED MODEL'
READ*,N1
DO60K=l,Nl
D0 65P=1JSI1
C(KP)=H(2*P)
IF(K.EQ.P) THEN
Y=0.0
DO 701= 1,P
Y=H(2*I-1)+Y
70 CONTINUE
B(K,K)=Y
ENDIF
IF(K.GT.P) THEN
B(KP)=B(P,P)
ENDIF
IF(P.GT.K) THEN
B(KP)=B(K,K)
ENDIF
65 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
c 'ELEMENTS OF STATE MATRIX'
DO 801= 1,N1
D0 85J=1,N1
X(U)=C(I,J)*B(IJ)
c PRINT *,X(IJ)
85 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE
M1=(2*N1)+1
D(M1,0)=1.0
D(M1-2,1)=1.0
c 'ELEMENT OF FIRST COLUMN OF ROUTHS ARRAY(INVERSION)'
DO100I=Ml-l,l,-l
D(I,0)=H(I)*D(I+1,0)
c PRINT *,D(I,0)
100 CONTINUE
DO150J=Ml-l,3,-l
DO140K=0JMT-l
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D(J-2,K+1)=D(J,K)+((D(J-2,0)*D(J-1,K+1))/D(J-1,0))
140 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE
PRINT *, 'COEFFICIENTS OF DENOMINATOR IN ASCENDING ORDER'
WRITE(50,*),'Q1=['
DO 160 I=0,N1
PRINT *,D(1,1)
WRITE(50,*) D(1,N1-I)
160 CONTINUE
WRITE(50,*),']'
PRINT *, 'COEFFICIENTS OF NUMERATOR IN ASCENDING
ORDER'
WRITE(50,*),'P1=['
DO 170 I =0,N1
PRINT *,D(2,I)
WRITE(50,*) D(2,N1-I)
170 CONTINUE
WRITE(50,*),']'
CLOSE(ALL)
END
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c ************************************************************************************
c DMENU.FOR
c This program selects the algorithm to be used on users request
c************************************************************************************
INTEGER TYP
OPEN(UMT=10,STATUS='UNKNOWN'JTLE='TYPE.DAT')
PRINT*,'
', 'MODEL REDUCTION ROUTINE'
PRINT*,' ','FOR DISCRETE TIME SYSTEMS'
PRINT*,' '
PRINT *,' ','MODEL REDUCTION METHODS AVAILABLE
:'
PRINT *,' '
PRINT *,'WUS APPROACH(EXP. ABOUT W=0)'
PRINT *,'GIVES GOOD APPROX. FOR STEADY STATE
ONLY','(0)'
PRINT*,' '
PRINT *,'REMAINDER MATCHING METHOD(EXP. ABOUTW=0 & W=INFINITY)
'
PRINT *,'ALSO MATCHES THE FREQ RESPONSE AT SPECIFIC POINTS (1)
'
PRINT*,' '
PRINT *, 'REMAINDER MATCHING METHOD(MODIFIED APPROACH (2)
'
PRINT*,' '
10 PRINT *,'TYPE YOUR SELECTION
#:'
READ *TYP
IF(TYP.GT.4) GOTO 10
WRITE(10,*),'TYPE
CLOSE(IO)
END
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c DHAN.FOR
c POGRAM FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANSION FOR REDUCTION OF LINEAR
c DISCRETE TIME SYSTEMS (HAN'S METHOD)
REAL*8 A(20,0:20),H(20)
REAL*8 C(0:20,0:20),C1(0:20,0:20)
REAL*8 A1(20,0:20),Y0,Y1
INTEGER N,M,K,S 1 ,S2,Z,Z 1 ,Z2,IGPP1,L1 ,TOP
COMPLEX*8 DENJ4UM,XFRA
CHARACTER*20 INFILE
OPEN(UNIT=10,STATUS='UNKNOWN'FILE='COEF.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS='OLD'FILE='COEF1.DAT')
READ(20,*) N
DO16I=N,0,-l
READ(20,*) A(1,I)
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 I=N,0,-1
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
17 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
*P=['
DO555I=N,0,-l
WRITE(10,*) A(2,I)
555 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
']'
WRITE(10,*)
'Q=['
DO 655 I=N,0,-1
WRITE(10,*)A(1,I)
655 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
']'
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c **************************************************************^^:)I;(,;i;:(I;([;(,,),
c CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF ROUTHS ARRAY
c **************************************************************,<***:^;;(<:lt
PRINT *,'NUMBER OF TERMS TO BE EXPANDED ABOUTW=0 :'
READ *,S1
IF(S1.EQ.0) GOTO 39
DO30J=3,Sl+2
DO40K=0,N
A(J,K)=A(J-2,K+1)-((A(J-2,0)*A(J-1,K+1))/A(J-1,0))
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
c ******** CALCULATION OF THE CONT. FRACTION COEFFICIENTS *****************
DO50I=l,Sl
H(I)=A(I,0)/A(I+1,0)
50 CONTINUE
39 PRINT *,'# OF TERMS TO BE EXPANDED ABOUT W=INFINITY
:'
READ *,S2
IF(S2.EQ.O) GOTO 56
Z=(N+l)-(Sl/2)-l
DO 400 K=0,Z
K1=Z-K
A1(S1+1,K)=A(S1+1,K1)
400 CONTINUE
DO500K=0,Z-l
K1=Z-1-K
A1(S1+2,K)=A(S1+2,K1)
500 CONTINUE
D0 35J=Sl+3,Sl+S2+2
DO45K=0,Z-l
A1(J,K)=A1(J-2,K+1)-((A1(J-2,0)*A1(J-1,K+1))/A1(J-1,0))
45 CONTINUE
35 CONTINUE
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D0 55I=S1+1,S1+S2
H(I)=A1(I,0)/A1 (1+1,0)
55 CONTINUE
GOTO 57
56 PRINT *, 'DESIRED MATCHING FREQUENCY.COMPLEX FORM (0,W)
READ *,X
DEN=CMPLX(0,0)
NUM=CMPLX(0,0)
Z2=N-(Sl/2)
DO 101 K=0,Z2
DEN=DEN +((X**K)*A(S1+1,K))
IF(K.EQ.Z2) GOTO 101
NUM=NUM +((X**K)*A(S1+2,K))
101 CONTINUE
Y0=(REAL(DEN/NUM))
Y 1=(AIMAG(DEN/NUM)/CABS(X))
C(1,2)=Y1
C(1,1)=Y0
C(0,1)=1
IG=1
DO 811 J=2,S1+1
C(J,1)=H(S1+S2+1-IG)*C(J-1,1)
IG=IG+1
811 CONTINUE
DO 821 J=2,S1+1
D0 831K=2,((Sl+2)/2)+l
C(J,K)=((C(I,1)*C(J-1,K))/C(J-1,1))+C(I-2,K-1)
831 CONTINUE
821 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS IN
ASCENDING
ORDER'
KJX=((Sl+2)/2)+l
WRITE(10,*),'Q1=['
D0 844J=KIL,1,-1
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PRINT *,C(S1+1,J)
WRITE(10,*)C(S1+1J)
844 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*),']'
PRINT VNUMERATOR COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER'
WRITE(10,*),'P1=['
D0 845J=KIL,1,-1
PRINT *,C(SU)
WRITE(10,*)C(S1,J)
845 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*),']'
GOTO 58
57 PRINT *, 'DESIRED MATCHING FREQUENCY.COMPLEX FORM (0,W)
READ *,X
DEN=CMPLX(0,0)
NUM=CMPLX(0,0)
Z2=(Sl+S2)/2 + 1
DO 801 K=0Z2
DEN=DEN+((X**(Z2-K))*A1(S1+S2+1,K))
IF(K.EQ.Z2) GOTO 801
NUM=NUM+((X**(Z2-K-1))*A1(S1+S2+2,K))
801 CONTINUE
Y0=(REAL(DEN/NUM))
Y1=(AIMAG(DEN/NUM)/CABS(X))
C(1,1)=Y1
C(1,2)=Y0
C(0,1)=1
IG=1
DO 111 J=2,S1+S2+1
C(J,1)=H(S1+S2+1-IG)*C(I-1,1)
IG=IG+1
111 CONTINUE
LP=1
DO 222 J=2,S2+1
LP=LP+(J*0.5)
DO 333 L1=2,LP
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C(JL1)=((C(J,1)*C(J-1,L1))/C(J-1,1)) + C(J-2JL1-1)
333 CONTINUE
222 CONTINUE
DO501K=l,(S2/2+l)
Kl=(S2/2 +2)-K
C1(S2,K)=C(S2,K1)
501 CONTINUE
DO502K=l,(S2/2+2)
Kl=(S2/2 +3)-K
C1(S2+1,K)=C(S2+1,K1)
502 CONTINUE
IG1=0
DO503J=S2+2,Sl+S2+l
C1(J,1)=H(S1-IG1)*C1(J-1,1)
IG1=IG1+1
503 CONTINUE
DO 221 J=S2+2,S1+S2+1
DO 331 K=2,(((Sl+S2+2)/2)+l)
Cia^^CKLl^CKI-l.^yClCJ-Ll^+CKJ^.K-l)
331 CONTINUE
221 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING ORDER'
KIL=(Sl+S2)/2 +2
WRITE(10,*),'Q1=['
D0 444J=KIL,1,-1
PRINT *,C1(S1+S2+1,J)
WRITE(10,*) C1(S1+S2+1J)
444 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*),']'
WRITE(10,*),'P1=['
PRINT *,'NUMERATOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING
ORDER'
D0 445J=KIL,1,-1
PRINT *,C1(S1+S2J)
WRITE(10,*)C1(S1+S2,J)
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445 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,*)
EXTRA
WRITE(10*),'PR=['
c PRINT VNUMERATOR COEFFICIENTS IN ASCENDING ORDER'
D0 447J=KTL-1,1,-1
c PRINT *,C1(S1+S2,J)
WRITE(10,*)C1(S1+S2,J)
447 CONTINUE
WRITE(10 ,*)
58 PRINT*,' '
END
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Q *****************************************************************************
c DLEE.FOR
c POGRAM FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANS ION FOR REDUCTION OF
c LINEAR MODELS
,, *****************************************************************************
REALAA(20,20),Q(20,20),R(20,20),PA(20,20)PA1(20),Q1(20)R1(20)
REALW(20),HA(20),KC(20),U(0:20,0:20),V(0:20,0:20)
CHARACTER*20 FIL1,INFILE
REAL*8 A(20,0:20),H(20),C(0:20,0:20), Ul(0:20,0:20), U2(0:20,0:20)
REAL*8 Al(20,0:20)
INTEGER N,M,K,S1,S2,Z,Z1,Z2,IGPP1L1T0P,NFREQJL,JL)M1LPLP1
COMPLEX*8 DEN,NUM,X,FRA
OPEN(UNIT=20,STATUS='OLD'FILE='COEF1.DAT')
READ(20,*) N
1000 DO16I=N,0,-l
READ(20,*)A(1,I)
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 I=N,0,-1
READ(20,*) A(2,I)
17 CONTINUE
c
*************************************************************************
c CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF ROUTHS ARRAY
c
************************************************************************
999 PRINT *,'# OF TIMES TO BE EXPANDED ABOUTW=0(EVEN) :
'
READ *,S1
IF(SLEQ.O) GOTO 39
DO30J=3,Sl+2
DO40K=0,N
A(J,K)=A(J-2,K+1)-((A(I-2,0)*A(I-1,K+1))/A(J-1,0))
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
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C ******** CALCULATION OF THE CONT. FRACTION COEFFICIENTS *****************
DO50I=l,Sl
H(I)=A(I,0)/A(I+1,0)
50 CONTINUE
39 PRINT *,'# OF TIMES TO BE EXPANDED ABOUTW=INFINITY(EVEN)
:'
READ *,S2
Z=(N+l)-(Sl/2)-l
DO 400 K=0Z
K1=Z-K
A1(S1+1,K)=A(S1+1,K1)
400 CONTINUE
DO500K=0Z-l
K1=Z-1-K
A1(S1+2,K)=A(S1+2,K1)
500 CONTINUE
IF(S2.EQ.O) GOTO 56
D0 35J=Sl+3,Sl+S2+2
DO45K=0Z-l
A1(I,K)=A1(I-2,K+1)-((A1(J-2,0)*A1(J-1,K+1))/A1(J-1,0))
45 CONTINUE
35 CONTINUE
D0 55I=S1+1,S1+S2
H(I)=A1(I,0)/A1(I+1,0)
55 CONTINUE
56 Z2=N-(Sl+S2)/2
DO 501 K=0,Z2
AA(1Z2-K+1)=A1(S1+S2+1,K)
501 CONTINUE
DO 502 K=0Z2
AA(2Z2-K+1)=A1(S1+S2+2,K-1)
502 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'# FREQUENCIES ATWHICH THE RESPONSE IS TO BE
MATCHED-
READ *,NFREQ
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IF(NFREQ.EQ.O) THEN
PRINT *,'PLEASE CHOOSE ANOTHER ALGORITHM, SINCE FREQ. MATCH
IS'
PRINT *,'NOT DESIRED'
GOTO 6446
ELSE
PRINT*
ENDIF
D0 7I=1,NFREQ
PRINT *,'FREQUENCY
READ*,W(I)
7 CONTINUE
OPEN(UNIT=60,STATUS='UNKNOWN',FILE='COEF.DAT')
N1=Z2
D0 48I=1,N1-1
D041 J=1,N1-I+1
D042K=1,(2*J)-1
PA(U)=PA(U)+(((-l)**(K-l))*AA(I+l,K)*AA(I+l,(2*J)-K))
42 CONTINUE
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
PA1(I) = PA1(I) + PA(U)
ELSE IF(J.NE.l) THEN
PA1(I) = PA1(I) - (PA(U)*(W(I)**(2*J -2)))
ENDIF
DO 43 K= 1,(2*J)- 1
Q(U)=Q(I,J)+(((-l)**(K-l))*AA(l,K)*AA(I+l,(2*J)-K))
43 CONTINUE
Q(U)=2*Q(I,J)
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
Ql(I)=Ql(I) + Q(U)
ELSE IF(J.NE.l) THEN
Q1(I)=Q1(I) - (Q(U)*(W(I)**((2*J)-2)))
ENDIF
DO 44 K= 1,2*J
R(I,J)=R(U) + (((-1)**K)*AA(I,K)*AA(I+1,(2*I)+1-K))
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44 CONTINUE
R(U)=2*R(U)
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
R1(I)=R1(I) + R(U)
ELSE IF(J.NE.l) THEN
R1(I)=R1(I) - (R(I,J)*(W(I)**((2*J)-2)))
ENDIF
41 CONTINUE
HA(I)=0.5*Q1(I)/PA1(I)
KC(I)=0.5*R1(I)/PA1(I)
D0 49IL=3,N1+1
DO 411 JL=N1-IL+3,N1+ 1
AA(IL,JL)=0.0
411 CONTINUE
49 CONTINUE
D0 412J=l,Nl-I+2
AA(I+2J)=AA(IJ+2)-(HA(I)*AA(I+lJ+2))-(KC(I)*AA(I+U+l))
+ -(((W(I))**2)*AA(I+2,J+2))
412 CONTINUE
48 CONTINUE
M1=NFREQ
V(0,1)=0.0
V(l,l)=1.0
U(0,l)=1.0
U(1,1)=HA(1)
U(1,2)=KC(1)
D0413I=1,M1-1
V(I-1,-1)= 0.0
V(I-1,0) = 0.0
V(I,0) =0.0
U(I- 1,-1)= 0.0
U(I-1,0) = 0.0
U(I,0) =0.0
D0 414J=1,I+1
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V(I+U)=HA(I+l)*V(U)+KC(I+l)*V(I,J-l)+(W(I)**2)*V(I-l,J)+V(I-l,J-2)
414 CONTINUE
D0 415J=l,I+2
U(I+U)=HA(I+l)*U(U)+KC(I+l)*U(I,J-l)+(W(I)**2)*U(I-l,J)+U(I-U-2)
415 CONTINUE
413 CONTINUE
DO4120J=Ml+l,l,-l
U2(M1+ 1 ,M 1 -J+2)=U(MU)
4120 CONTINUE
D04121 J=M1+1,1,-1
U(M1-1J)=V(M1J)
U2(M 1 ,M 1 -J+ 1 )=U(M 1 - IJ)
4121 CONTINUE
IF(S2.EQ.O) GOTO 9898
IG=0
D0 8119J=M1+2,M1 + 1+S2
U2(J,1)=H(S1+S2-IG)*U2(J-1,1)
IG=IG+1
8119 CONTINUE
DO 822 J=M1+2,M1+1+S2
IF((J/2)*2.NE.J) THEN
LP= (J/2)+2
ELSE
LP= (J/2)+l
ENDIF
D0 833L1=2,LP
U2(JL1)=((U2(I,1)*U2(J-1,L1))/U2(J-1,1)) + U2(J-2,L1-1)
833 CONTINUE
822 CONTINUE
DO8501K=lLP
K1=LP+1-K
U1(M1+S2+1,K)=U2(M1+S2+1,K1)
8501 CONTINUE
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DO8502K=lLP-l
K1=LP-K
U1(M1+S2,K)=U2(M1+S2,K1)
8502 CONTINUE
GOTO 85029
9898 J=M1+1
IF((J/2)*2.NEJ) THEN
LP= (J/2)+2
ELSE
LP= (J/2)+l
ENDIF
D0 8555K=1LP
K1=LP+1-K
U1(M1+1,K)=U2(M1+1,K1)
8555 CONTINUE
D0 8556K=1LP-1
K1=LP-K
U1(M1,K)=U2(M1,K1)
8556 CONTINUE
85029 IF(S 1EQ.O) GOTO 9898 1
IG1=0
DO 8203 J=S2+M1+2,S1+S2+M1+1
U1(J,1)=H(S1-IG1)*U1(J-1,1)
IG1=IG1+ 1
8203 CONTINUE
DO 6221 J=S2+M1+2,S1+S2+M1+1
IF((J/2)*2.NEJ) THEN
LP1= (J/2)+2
ELSE
LP1= (J/2)+l
ENDIF
DO 6331 K=2LP1
U1(J,K)=((U1(J,1)*U1(J-1,K))/U1(J-1,1))+U1(J-2,K-1)
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6331 CONTINUE
6221 CONTINUE
GOTO Oil
98981 J=S2+M1+1
IF((J/2)*2.NEJ) THEN
LP1= (J/2)+2
ELSE
LP1= (J/2)+l
ENDIF
01 1 PRINT *, 'DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING ORDER'
WRITE(60,*),*Q1=[*
DO 6444 J=LP 1,1,-1
PRINT *,U1(S1+S2+M1+1J)
WRITE(60 ,*) U1(S1+S2+M1+1,J)
6444 CONTINUE
WRITE(60,*)
WRITE(60,*),'P1=['
PRINT VNUMERATOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING
ORDER'
DO 6445 J=LP1,1,-1
PRINT *,U1(S1+S2+MU)
WRITE(60,*) U1(S1+S2+M1,J)
6445 CONTINUE
WRITE(60,*)
6446 END
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// DSIMULATE.CTR
// THIS PROGRAM READS THE DISCRETE TIME FUNCTIONS AND PLOTS THE STEP AND
//FREQUENCY RESPONSES RESPECTIVELY
TERM='VT125'
;
T=0:.l:10;
[A,B,C,D]=TF2SS(AN,AD);
[A1,B1,C1,D1]=TF2SS(NT,DT);
KT=SIZE(T);
U=ONES(l,KT(2));
Y=DSIM(A,B,C,D,U);
Y1=DSIM(A1,B1,C1,D1,U);
ERASE
PAGE
TITLE('STEP RESPONSE')
PLOT(T,Y,'WHlTE,SOLID',T,Yl,'RED,DASHED')
//text(0.5,0.02,'hit return key to continue', ..
//'Ill 111111 111 11 llllllir,'size=0.02')
PAUSE
PAGE
ERASE
W=LOGSPACE(-2,4);
Wl=LOGSPACE(-2,4);
[FMAG,FPHAS]=DBODE(A,B,C,D,1,W,0.05);
[RMACRPHAS]=DBODE(A1,B1,C1,D1,1,W1,0.05);
WINDOW('211')
PLOT(W,FMAG,'white,solid',Wl,RMAG,'red,dotted','LOGLOG')
WINDOW('212')
PLOT(W,FPHAS,'white,solid',Wl,RPHAS,'red,doued','LOGX')
//text(0.5,0.02,'hit return key to continue', ..
//'in nun in 11 inimr,'size=o.o2')
PAUSE
PAGE
[YDELT]=Y-Y1;
[O.F]=SIZE(YDELT);
ER=0;
FOR I=1:FER=ER+((YDELT(I))**2);
RMS=(ER/F)**0.5;
RMS
END
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// [P] = P0LYP0WER(P1,N)
// THIS PROCEDURE THE N th POWER OF THE POLYNOMIAL PI
P = P1;
FOR I = 2:N, P = CONV(P,Pl);
IFN = 0,P=1;
END;
*************************************************************************************
// [NT,DT] = TUSTIN(NC,DC)
// THIS PROCEDURE DETERMINES THE Z - TRANSFER FUNCTION
// FROM THE CONTINUOUS TRANSFER FUNCTION BY SUBSTITUTING
// S = (2/T)*(Z-l)/(Z+l) WHERE T IS THE SAMPLING TIME.
// NC AND DC ARE THE NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR OF THE
//DISCRETE TRANSFER FUNCTION.
//ASSUMPTION : DEGREE OF NUMERATOR IS NOT GREATER THAN
// THAT OF THE DENOMINATOR.
DEFF POLYPOWER;
Pi = [i-H;
P2=[l 1];
Nl = SIZE(NC);
NN = N1(2);
N2 = SIZE(DC);
DN = N2(2);
DN1=DN-NN-1;
NT = 0*ONES(1,DN);
DT = 0*ONES(1,DN);
FOR I = 1:NN, NT = NT+NC(I)*CONV(POLYPOWER(P2,DNl+I)...
POLYPOWER(Pl ,NN-I));
FOR J = 1:DN, DT = DT+DC(I)*CONV(POLYPOWER(P2J-l),..
POLYPOWER(Pl ,DN-J));
**************************************
***********************************************
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// [NW,DW] = WTF(ND,DD)
//THIS PROCEDURE DETERMINES THE W TRANSFER FUNCTION
// FROM THE DISCRETE TRANSFER FUNCTION BY SUBSTITUTING
//Z = (1+0.5TW)/(1-0.5TW) WHERE T IS THE SAMPLING TIME.
//ND AND DD ARE THE NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR OF THE
//DISCRETE TRANSFER FUNCTION.
// ASSUMPTION : DEGREE OF NUMERATOR IS NOT GREATER THAN
// THAT OF THE DENOMINATOR.
DEFF POLYPOWER;
Pi = [i l];
P2 = [-l 1];
Nl = SIZE(ND);
NN = N1(2);
N2 = SIZE(DD);
DN = N2(2);
DN1=DN-NN-1;
NW = 0*ONES(1,DN);
DW = 0*ONES(1,DN);
FOR I = 1:NN, NW = NW+ND(I)*CONV(POLYPOWER(P2,DNl+I),
POLYPOWER(Pl ,NN-I));
FOR J = 1:DN, DW = DW+DD(J)*CONV(POLYPOWER(P2,J-l),..
POLYPOWER(Pl ,DN-J));
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